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Navigating Uncertainty

Editor’s Letter

Discovering which career to pursue is a challenging
process that can induce anxiety. Hunter Muse discusses
the common advice, “Follow your passion.” He examines

uncharted

whether this method is the best course to find future
success. Instead, asking different questions may help define
a more profitable path. Whitney Johnson, our Executive
Spotlight, is a perfect example of someone who has
successfully navigated uncertainty in her career.
Sandberg and Grant’s book, Option B, leaves us with words
of wisdom about our uncharted journey: “Life is never perfect.

Traveling in uncharted waters can be treacherous and
frightening. In Homer’s classic tale, The Odyssey, Odysseus

waters of today’s businesses and how to traverse them
without crashing.

him <sinks>; he <speaks> to his fighting spirit, desperate…’I
see no way!’” As he reaches land and safety, Odysseus flings

rather than focusing on a final, predetermined destination
might give us a more resilient way of looking at the difficulties

undertakes a long and fearful journey. His realization of his
new circumstance makes his "knees quake and the heart inside

We all live some form of Option B.” 4 Finding joy in the journey

ahead of us.

An Uncharted Future

Hopefully, a solid financial future awaits all of us. Please

The international nature of business often motivates

share your thoughts with us about the articles by commenting

2

us to explore new jobs and internships in other countries.

on them on our Facebook page or LinkedIn profile. For more

These same feelings of fear and adulation while attempting to

Tanner Wegrowski points out the need for fostering cultural

information on finding success, listen to the MSR podcast,

land safely on solid financial ground are often felt by business

intelligence individually and as organizations to improve

Measuring Success Right.

executives as they maneuver through situations no one has

and enrich personal communication and business acumen

navigated before.

in a global economy.

1

himself on solid ground and kisses “the good green earth.”

To use a modern example, the mission of the Starship

Sometimes,

old,

established

businesses

need

to

Enterprise is to boldly explore where no man has gone before.

change course in order to survive today’s swirling business

If you have ever watched a Star Trek episode, you know how

atmosphere. Ballet companies are going out of business

dangerous that directive can be for the captain and the crew.

around the country because fewer and fewer people attend

Yet, many business leaders today are taking up the same

classes. Hannah Bender examines how, with precautionary

mission of exploring new markets or ideas where no business

measures, ballet does not need to disappear. Improving ticket

has ventured before, hoping for a happy landing.

sales, working with donors, and establishing a strong mission

The current business landscape is in a constant state of
change. Many leaders are steering their businesses into

Enjoy reading,
Marianna Richardson

Marianna Richardson
Editor-in-Chief

a ballet company needs to succeed financially.

Notes
1 Homer, The Odyssey, translated by Robert Fagles (1996), New York: Penguin Classics, p.
166.

New technologies also need to keep up with competitors.

and economic disasters while looking for big rewards. Zenger

Braden Terry discusses the recent decline in Apple smartphone

2 Homer, The Odyssey, p. 167.

and Folkman describe this turbulent business environment

sales and gives some advice for future growth. Foldable

as a test for business leaders: “Excellent leadership can turn

screens and 5G capability can convince consumers that

3 John H. Zenger and Joseph R. Folkman, The Extraordinary Leaders: Turning Good
managers into Great Leaders, 2009, New York: McGraw Hill, p. 72.

a significant change into a pleasant journey, whereas poor

they need to upgrade. By recreating Steve Jobs’ formula of

leadership might be better described as a ‘trip to hell.’” This

implementing cutting edge technology, Apple can survive the

issue of the Marriott Student Review focuses on the uncharted

next generation of smartphones.

2 | MSR
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statement that motivates the organization may be the facelift

unknown territory, hoping to avoid pitfalls, hidden dangers,
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with us!

4 Sheryl Sandberg and Adam Grant, Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilience, and
Fnding Joy, 2017: Alfred A. Knopf, p. 13.
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Why Following Your Passion
Might Not Be Right For You
By Hunter Muse
The question “What do you want

questions. Asking yourself what your

them with better ones. The purpose of

to be when you grow up?” used to

passion is won’t cut it—in fact, it

these questions and theories isn’t to

inspire excitement and wonder when

could lead you into what writer Cal

tell you what to think, but how to think

we were young; now it might make

Newport has called the "Passion Trap".

about these decisions.

your palms sweaty and your heart

He states,t “The more emphasis you

rate soar. According to the latest

place on finding work you love, the

Conference Board survey of U.S. job

more unhappy you become when you

satisfaction,

of

don’t love every minute of the work

workers under the age of twenty-five

you have.” The mantra to follow your

say they are unhappy with their jobs.

passion is unhelpful and leads us to

Many would like to avoid being part

believe that work should be blissful all

of that sixty-four percent. When you

the same. Passion for work isn’t bad;

What do I (1) love to do, (2) that

are staring into a daunting future with

it’s essential fuel for overcoming tough

someone will pay me to do and (3)

unlimited possibilities, your options

problems. Yet, putting passion above all

that I am really good at doing?

seem restrained, and you need one

else is a misguided endeavor. Spending

thing: good advice. The popular adage

time thinking closely about the better

you’ve probably heard is this: "follow

questions to guide your career is worth

your passion!" Whenever I hear this, I

the effort.

sixty-four

percent

feel sparks of enthusiasm bubbling up
inside. The possibilities! However, soon
after this elation I find myself back in
the same position I was in before, with

Let’s go through a few examples
of poor questions often asked when
deciding a career path, and replace

What’s my passion?

This better question comes from
Jim

Collins,

author

of

business

classics Good to Great and Built to
Last. One of his core concepts is the
“Hedgehog Effect.”

the same confusing questions, not sure
what to do next.
Observing

this

pattern

sent

me on a quest for better advice. I
interviewed

dozens

of

passionate

professionals, studied career building,
and

experimented

with

different

approaches to career moves. I learned
a few important lessons. First, it’s vital
to realize that crafting a meaningful
career
4 | MSR
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Great

companies

(and

great

careers) focus on the intersection of
three questions: “What am I deeply

Where do I want to be in my career

passionate about?”; “What drives my

in ten years?

I be the best in the world at?” For
the last question as

“What am I

What do I want to do next?

encoded to do?” He defines “encoded”
as something that you excel at and
perform well in. These better questions
better inspire your career choices that
can funnel into success.

David Brooks, a New York Times
Bestselling

author,

describes

the

concept of a “summoned life.” The idea
is that a person should not focus on
asking “What should I do?” but rather
“What are my circumstances asking
me to do?” While dreaming big about

What do I love to do?

a future career can be exhilarating
and inspiring, it doesn’t help with
now. When you focus on what to do
next, you discover what you truly
care about. Long-term goals can

This poor question assumes that
you find your passion before building
the skills to do it. How easy would
it be to pick a favorite sport if you’d
never played any of them? Familiarity
with sports is like familiarity with a
potential job. Both require practice and
dedication before any preference can be

inspire you, however, we can miss

Take a class that teaches the skills. Don’t

http://calnewpor t.com/blog/2010/01/23/beyondpassion-the-science-of-loving-what-you-do/

observations about what he liked

have the experience? Do an on-campus

and disliked. He called this book the

internship. Don’t have the money to

“bug book” because he was observing

start a business? Opportunities and

himself like a scientist observes a bug.

resources are available for you to build a

This allowed him to identify activities

fantastic career. Don’t think of your time

that he enjoyed doing and those

in life now as a means to an end—make it

that he disliked. This technique not

an end right now!

only helps if you don’t know what
you like, but it also helps to identify
activities you should avoid in order
to find your career.

Your time is precious. Don’t let
now—start

thinking,

connecting, and skill-building today.

techniques described to take control
of your path and live passionately now.

and energy to the forefront, allowing

people whose careers inspire you and

from the beginning, you’ll embrace a

you to perform better and enjoy each

ask them questions. Ask them about

mindset of being open to the career

moment for itself, instead of just as a

their work lives and what they like and

opportunities that present themselves

means to an end.

dislike. If you think nobody will talk to

to you. Next time you hear the adage

you because you’re a student, you’re

"follow your passion," you’ll know that

wrong. Most people will take time to

you have the tools to do it.

building a great career is a process that

grab your laptop and start learning to

takes time and work, so does finding

take advantage of abundant online

answers to these questions. Here are

resources. Focus on mastering a rare,

three things you can do today to find

valuable skill and it will pay dividends

these answers:

gap between what you think you want
and what you actually want.

https://speeches.byu.edu/talks/liz-wiseman_the-powerof-not-knowing/

excited to take, go all in. Use the

at a time. Instead of knowing the end

is likely to be relevant in five years, so

Thompson, Karl. “What Percentage of Your Life Will You
Spend at Work?”

to develop and the next step you’re

up a phone call. You can easily find

This process will help you bridge the

Ferriss, Tim. “Tim Ferriss Show Transcripts: Jim Collins”.
Tim.blog.

Wiseman, Liz. “The Power of Not Knowing”. Speeches.
byu.edu.

thriving

in the present can bring your passion

talk to you because you are a student.

https://www.jimcollins.com/concepts/the-hedgehogconcept.html

of

require you to take decisions one step

listed above. That’s okay! Just as

Collins, Jim. “The Hedgehog Concept”. Jimcollins.com.

revisesociology.com.
https://revisesociology.
com/2016/08/16/percentage-life-work/

with people on LinkedIn and setting

fifteen percent of what we know today

https://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/03/
opinion/03brooks.html

the dream of distant goals rob you

As you identify the skills you want

2. Reach out and
interview people you
admire.

Brooks, David. “The Summoned Self”. Nytimes.com.

https://tim.blog/2019/02/20/the -tim-ferriss-showtranscripts-jim-collins-361/

too focused on future goals. Staying

good answers to the better questions

http://calnewport.com/blog/2010/10/16/the-passiontrap-how-the -search-for-your-lifes-work-is-makingyour-working-life-miserable/ (accessed March 4, 2019)

his twenties, making objective

Using the perspectives shared will

Think again. According to research, only

Working Life Miserable”. Calnewport.com.

Newport, Cal. “Beyond Passion: The Science of Loving
What You Do”. Calnewport.com.

This can be as simple as connecting

You may feel that you don’t yet have

Newport, Cal. “The Passion Trap: How the Search for Your
Life’s Work is Making Your

now and do it. Don’t have the skills?

incredible opportunities when we are

discovered. Think you don’t have time?

because mastering skills will drive

Identify what you want to do right

Notes:

took notes on himself throughout

decisions that need to be made right

What skills do I want to develop?

3. Don’t just dream
about what you want
to do—go do it.

To find his career path, Jim Collins

economic engine?”; and “What can
individual careers, Collins re-words

1. Take notes on
yourself in a “bug
book.”

Books to
Explore More:
So Good They Can’t
Ignore You
by Cal Newport

How Will You Measure
Your Life?
By Clayton Christensen

Deep Work
by Cal Newport

your career and your passion.

6 | MSR
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What is culture?
Before

we

can

define

cultural

intelligence, we have to understand what
culture is. The word itself has evolved into
a sort of buzzword that is often coupled
with other words and phrases that have
wiggled their way into the business

C U LT U R A L I N T E L L I G E N C E
I N B U S I N E S S S E T T I N G S

lexicon, such as “company culture,”
“culture shock,” or “counter-culture.” In
fact, a friend told me just recently that
my taste in movies is “uncultured” (I’ve

you; it’s the capability of using that
diversity to augment the experience
of the individual and community.
And by the way, the difficulties of
navigating cultural differences are not
limited to your experiences across
borders; learning how to effectively
synthesize solutions as a team with
diverse

backgrounds,

perspectives,

motivations, and behaviors will quickly
set you apart in the workplace, even
within your own country.

Breaking it down
To improve CQ, we have to take
a look at four different categories:
motivation, cognition, metacognition,
and behavior. To see where your
personal cultural intelligence stacks
up, ask yourself the questions listed
in each section. For a more in-depth
analysis of your CQ, take a look at
Earley’s quiz.4

never seen Pirates of the Caribbean,
Learning how to effectively synthesize solutions as a team with diverse backgrounds, perspectives,

so what?) But what is culture really?

motivations, and behaviors will quickly set you apart in the workplace, even within your own country.

To Dutch psychologist Geert Hofstede,
it's “the collective programming of

By Tanner Wegrowski

the mind” that sets one society apart
from another; 2 to my friend who

A few years ago,

flashed a good ol’ American “peace

I was fortunate enough to have no

grew up in the countryside of South

I boarded a plane leaving London for

sign,” and gracefully articulated a

public influence or position of power at

Carolina, it’s “the way we do thangs

my new job in Johannesburg, South

heart-felt grunt.

the time of my cross-cultural blunder;

‘round these parts.”

Africa. As I tried to figure out how my
body was supposed to fit in a seat that
looked like it was tailored for a toddler,
I made eye contact with a young man
carrying a bag labeled with the name
of the organization that employed me.
Presuming we shared the same final
destination, I greeted him from down
the aisle with the most professional
greeting my 18-year-old self could
muster: I nodded my head upwards,

To someone who hasn’t spent
significant time in the UK (such
as my 18-year-old self ), that may
seem like an appropriate greeting
between teenagers, monkeys, or any
other species with a similar form of
uncultured communication. In the
UK, however, when giving the typical
American “peace sign” with the palm of
the hand facing inwards, it’s like saying
hello with your middle finger.
Fortunately, that miscommunication

Culture is all around

was reconciled when we reached

and inside us, yet we

Johannesburg and worked closely

are rarely aware of

together over the next couple of years,

its presence until we

and despite my continual off-color

encounter one that
contrasts our own.
8 | MSR
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others, however, are not so lucky.
In 1992, George H. W. Bush made a
similar mistake when he flashed an
American “peace sign” while touring
Australia, where, like the UK, such a
gesture is obscene.1 It happened to be
directed towards a group of farmers
in Canberra who were protesting US
farm subsidiaries, so if that means

Whichever way you might see it,

Motivation

What is cultural
intelligence?

Motivational CQ is the level of
personal interest, drive, or passion

Christopher

Elaine

an individual has in developing the

Mosakowski coined the term cultural

ability to adapt to different cultures.

intelligence, or CQ, as “an outsider’s

In analyzing how you rank in this

seemingly natural ability to interpret

quadrant, you might ask yourself the

someone’s unfamiliar and ambiguous

following questions:

gestures

the

Earley

way

and

that
To

person’s
put

it

Do I enjoy being in culturally

culture is all around and inside us, yet

compatriots

we are rarely aware of its presence until

into perspective, if you read my

we encounter one that contrasts our

aforementioned story and thought,

own (such as my friend’s shock in my

“What’s wrong with head nods and

What are the tangible benefits

starkly contrasting taste in movies). But

grunting?” then either you’re a teenager,

I extrapolate from my cultural

cultural intelligence is more than just

monkey, or in any and all cases, your CQ

experiences?

being aware of the diversity around

likely has some room for improvement.

would.”

3

diverse environments?

less Vegemite imports in the US, then
maybe it wasn’t such a bad thing.
But most of the time, it is a bad
thing. Cross-cultural mistakes have

“If you were to go into any business forum in Europe and America and ask which country
is going to be the most important in the global environment in the next 25 years, I suspect

cost companies million sof dollars and

that a vast majority would say China, and the second-highest number might say India. If

damaged countless reputations—and

you then ask how much do people in Europe and America understand about the history

they are more common than you might

and culture of those countries, the answer would be a negligible amount.”

think. Cultural intelligence has become
a critical skill that holds the power to
make or break your career.

-Doug Flint,

Chair of HSBC

Volume III, Issue I |9
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refers to the adaptation of cultural

Am I aware of what’s going on in

Are the words I use appropriate in

a new job in a firm with an unfamiliar

knowledge to a specific context, such

my head as well as others’ during

a given culture?

culture, or just want to learn how

as how one manages a hospital in a

my intercultural experiences?

given country as opposed to a school.
In analyzing how you rank in this
quadrant, you might ask yourself the
following questions:

Do I review my cross-cultural

to

people of differing cultures?
Do I know how to effectively
perform my job in a culturallydiverse environment?

my message in a given culture?

you do, cultural intelligence will
help you enrich your interpersonal

my actions and reactions if

D o e s m y b o d y la n g u a g e h e l p

interactions and make the world a

necessary?

or harm my message in a

better place for everyone.

g i ve n c u l t u re ?

Source: International
Journal of management5

Cognitive CQ is the level of personal
knowledge and understanding an
individual has in developing the
ability to adapt to different cultures.
There are two kinds of this knowledge:
macro- and micro-knowledge. Macroknowledge refers to the general
understanding

an

individual

has

regarding specific cultural systems

If you answered these questions

differing cross-cultural interactions.

positively, good for you! You’re well

This includes speaking, sending verbal

on your way to cross-cultural success.

messages, and conveying nonverbal

But perhaps you lead a group or

messages.

organization

Speaking

responsibly

with

members

who

sending appropriate verbal messages

with an expatriate employee who is

involves correctly using volume, tone,

more concerned about the moving

Though it sounds like one of

speed and pitch for the given situation;

expenses than how to adapt to the

those yoga terms people like to use

and communicating effectively with

local culture? How do you speak to

but don’t really understand, cultural

nonverbal messages includes paying

your manager who is frustrated that

metacognition is quite easy to

attention to hand movements, signs,

the contract she extended to a client in

understand, but much more difficult

and facial expressions.

Shanghai hasn’t been returned, and it’s

the level of ability an individual
has to strategize before, during,
and after experiencing a different

In analyzing how you rank in this
quadrant, you might ask yourself the
following questions:

the following questions:

“CQ is a critical capability for
navigating today’s increasingly
global and diverse business
environment. It’s so important
that we made it one of our core

methods of communication, religions,

cross-cultural encounters?

4 Earley, “Cultural Intelligence,” 139-146.
5 Dana L. Ott, and Snejina Michailova. “Cultural
intelligence: A Review and new research avenues.”
International Journal of Management Reviews 20, no. 1
(2018): 99-119.
Cogs Icon Icon made by Dave Gandy from www.flaticon.
com

Helping to elevate the CQ of those
within your organization can be
motivated,

cognitive,

one’s intercultural experiences.

quadrant, you might ask yourself

3 Christpher P. Earley and Elaine Mosakowski. “Cultural
Intelligence.” Harvard Business Review 82, no. 10 (2004):
139-146.

well passed the deadline?

aren’t

being aware of, and reviewing

In analyzing how you rank in this

2 Geert Hofstede. Culture’s Consequences: Comparing
Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations Across
Nations. (Sage Publications, 2001).

daunting, and if your compatriots

culture. This involves planning,

Do I take time to prepare for

10 | MSR

an individual has to act responsibly in

cultural differences. How do you deal

associated with them, such as typical
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Behavioral CQ is the level of ability

appropriate in the given culture;

and the unique characteristics that are

food, and dress. Micro-knowledge

Building it up

1 Roger E. Axtell and Mike Fornwald. Gestures: The Do’s
and Taboos of Body Language Around the World. (1998).

are not quite as adept in navigating

in practice. Metacognitive CQ is

Cognition

Notes

Behavior

means that the words you use are

Metacognition

with

someone who sees differently than

effectively with people of a

Do I know what is important to

communicate

Does the way I speak help or harm
encounters and recalibrate

Do I know how to communicate
different culture?

effectively

behaviors at PwC.”
Robert Mortiz, Chair of PwC,
United States

knowledgeable,

metacognitive,

or

well-

behaved, it’s nearly impossible.
The good news is that you’ve
already started the first step! I suppose
you wouldn’t be reading this if you
weren’t motivated to improve your
personal cultural intelligence. Whether
you currently work abroad, are starting

Volume III, Issue I |11
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ALL SIGNS

TO PROFITABILITY
THREE SECRETS TO ELEVATE BALLET COMPANY REVENUE
by hannah bender

After 11 years of working towards a career as a professional
ballerina, I finally decided to pursue a different path.
Many factors influenced this decision, but a key concern was the difficult financial
situation most dancers face. Ballet is a competitive profession. Few make it to the top,
and those who do face a short career life, minimal income, and years of medical bills due
to prolonged injuries. Hoping to mitigate the negative consequences of the profession, I
researched the initiatives of ballet giants, American Ballet Theatre (ABT) and Boston Ballet,
to analyze what strategic endeavors a company should undertake to experience greater
financial stability. All ballet groups should focus on the following three areas: (1) driving ticket
sales, (2) connecting with donors, and (3) creating and abiding by a mission statement.

12 | MSR
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DRIVING TICKET
SALES

Other
Services and
Programs

Pricing Strategies

Donations
1%

2%

For ballet companies, ticket sales
account for a large portion of revenue.

School
Income

As shown in Figure 1 (right), ticket

35%

stronger personal connection between

CONNECTING WITH
DONORS

dancer and donor; donors are then
more willing to invest in the success of
the dancer and the company.

The Power of the NPS
Ticket Sales
62%

ABT’s sponsorship program has
Although private donations represent

a wide-reaching influence on the

a small portion of ballet revenue, they

accomplishments

sales make up 62% of the Boston

are nonetheless essential for the success

Shown in Figure 2, the success of the

Ballet’s revenue.1 After identifying the

of the company. The influence of strong

program has led to the sponsorship

donor connections extends beyond the

of 80 dancers, each receiving between

Boston Ballet focused on increasing

monetary value of their contributions.

$5,000 and $35,000 annually.11 These

ticket sales through a dynamic pricing

When members of the community

donations

strategy.2 After evaluating the available

feel tied to the company, they will be

additional revenue for the company

more likely to attend shows and invite

and have gone directly towards helping

friends to do the same. According to an

the dancers. If companies around the

article published in The Harvard Business

world were to organize a program

Review, a high net promoter score is

like ABT’s, they would experience

Figure 1

significance of this revenue stream,

data, the members of the strategy
team determined to raise the price of
their highest demand tickets; a feeling
of greed caused hesitancy among
the team, Jennifer Weisman, CMO of

the ticket sales strategy. No matter the

date.”⁵ This method of pricing has

method used, all groups should focus

revolutionized the profitability and

on encouraging more ticket sales.

attendance of shows around the world.

Aside

from

the

Boston

Ballet,

Boston Ballet, explained. However,

other companies have updated their

after seeing the increase in revenue,

pricing strategies and are beginning

the team realized “all that is relevant

to “sell like a sports team.”⁴ This adage

is what our customers value. We

suggests that organizations modify

don’t need to place our judgements

the price of the ticket according to the

on whether something is affordable

demand for a particular date or time.

or expensive; they will tell us. . .we’ll

This adjustment has allowed Colorado

see it in stalled sales.”3 Nutcracker

Ballet to “exceed revenue goals the

performances reached an average

last four seasons, with the 2016-17

capacity of 96% in 2015 after adjusting

season being the most successful to

Utilizing Nutcracker
Nutcracker is an especially important
show for all dance companies; for many
it consistently proves to be the most
popular and profitable show of the year.
Boston Ballet experienced an extreme
increase in revenue due to a boost in
Nutcracker attendance.⁶ Austin Ballet
also took advantage of the Christmas
period as an advertising opportunity.
The company showed a promotional
video at the beginning of every Nutcracker performance advertising the
rest of the season.⁷ After this campaign
the group noticed a significant increase
in ticket sales for upcoming shows. The
success of a company’s ticket sales has
the potential to make or break annual
revenue. High show attendance is of the

14 | MSR
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promoters; their influence as promoters
may increase show attendance, further
private

donations,

and

augment

community support. The support gained
from positive donor experiences is vital
for company survival.

The Example of ABT
The American Ballet Theatre (ABT)

“We became like family. Every
time they came to a show,
they let me know they were
coming, and we’d go out to
dinner. . . They treat my sons
like grandkids. I wrote a personal note to them that I was
retiring, so they were among
the first people I notified.”
- Lilyan Ellis, Carolina Ballet
Principal Dancer

recently initiated a dancer sponsor-ship
program. Joseph Carmon stated that
all of the company’s principle dancers
and the majority of their soloists
have sponsors.⁹ These sponsorships
allow individuals in the community to
develop a personal relationship with
dancers in the company.

the

represent

dancers.

millions

in

dramatic increases in revenue; both

essential for any company to grow.⁸
Donors offer a viable group of potential

of

from an influx of private donations
and show attendance. In addition, they
would witness increased loyalty to and
promotion of the company, its dancers,
and the works performed.

CREATING
AND ABIDING
BY A MISSION
STATEMENT

following of her relationship with her

A passion for dance is essential to

sponsor, “We became like family. Every

succeed in the professional world of

time they came to a show, they let me

ballet. However, simply loving the art

know they were coming, and we’d go

form will not lead to a sustainable

out to dinner. . . They treat my sons like

artistic

grandkids. I wrote a personal note to

initiatives common to other industries

them that I was retiring, so they were

can prove useful for artistic directors.
One valuable business tool leaders can

utmost importance and dynamic pricing

The Carolina Ballet has implemented

strategies could be the key to ensure

a similar program. Lilyan Vigo Ellis, a

among the first people I notified.”

performance turnout.

member of the Carolina Ballet, said the

Relationships like

10

this instigate a

organization.

Strategic

utilize is a mission statement.
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CONCLUSION

The Value Offered
Mission

statements

can

clarify

Ballet contributes much to the

the purpose of an organization and

culture of nations. As an art form

motivate its members to achieve

dating back to the fifteenth century, its

this purpose. In a recent study,

influence is woven tight into the fabric

researchers analyzed the importance

of several countries. Some might claim

of mission statements

and their

ballet is a fading art form, outdated

impact on the success of nonprofit

and unappealing in a new world of

Success was

immediate, superficial entertainment;

measured by financial performance,

however, with precautionary measures,

event participation, and volunteer

the ballet discipline does not need to

support. Through regression analysis,

disappear. By improving ticket sales,

a strong correlation between the use

working with donors, and allowing a

of a mission statement and nonprofit

strong mission statement to motivate

performance was found. The authors

the organization, a ballet company can

then concluded that “the framing of

feel confident in its ability to succeed

the mission statements should be an

financially and continue shaping the

important first step in the strategic

culture of nations for years to come.

artistic organizations.

12

management of organizations.”13

Because ballet is such a traditional art
form, a common pitfall for a company is
to define its strategy based on tradition.
The world is ever changing and so is
the average consumer. If a dance group
wishes to remain financially stable, it
must continually reevaluate its strategy
and innovate according to consumer
Because

the

Boston

Ballet

was willing to innovate its marketing
techniques and pricing strategy, it
broke $8 million in show earnings for
the first time in history. This success is
14

an example of how constant change is
necessary for an artistic organization to
see revenue and viewership growth. The
proper use of a mission statement can
foster a culture of continual change.
16 | MSR

2 Amelia Northrup, “Case Study: Boston Ballet RecordBreaking Nutcracker,” TRG Arts
(June 27, 2016),
http://w w w.trgar ts.com/Blog/BlogPost/tabid/136/
ArticleId/406/Case-Study-Boston-Ballet.aspx
3 Northrup, “Case Study,” 8.
4 Ashley Rivers, “Raising Revenue,” Dance Magazine,
(2017): 54-56.

Jargon that will keep you going through the year

5 Rivers, “Raising Revenues,” 54.
6 Northrup, “Case Study,” 8.
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8 Frederick Reiccheld, “The One Number You Need to
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1

always avoids it by curling up in a perfect little ball of spikes.

4

In business, the hedgehog represents successful companies;

to perform and learn better because they know their current

“they know one big thing and stick to it.” Successful businesses

skill level and can predict their performance.

hedgehog effect
This term comes from an essay by Isaiah Berlin
about a fox trying to attack a hedgehog. No matter
how many strategies the fox tries, the hedgehog

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol3/iss1/1

metacognition
Another word for “critical thinking.” Metacognition
is vital for any business! It is being aware of one’s
own thoughts and reflecting on the performance of

oneself and others. Those with high metacognitive skills tend

aim to do what they’re passionate about, be the best in the
world, and have an economic drive. Mediocre companies are
compared to the fox; while they may have a lot of knowledge,
they lack consistency.

Boston Ballet’s Example

needs.

buzzwords

Notes
1 Mayer Hoffman McCann, “Financial Statements: The
Boston Ballet, Incorpo-rated,” (June 2018): 4

2

leading lipstick indicator

5

glocal
A combination of the words global and local.
This strategy of “going glocal” is important for
businesses to use when they start selling their

product internationally. When businesses become global,

A term economists use when they predict an

they might need to adjust their product or service to fit the

upcoming recession or when consumers don’t

needs of the customers in their designated population. Some

feel economically confident about the future.

of these adjustments include price adjustments, adding or

Economists define this as a “lipstick indicator” because

removing features, or modifying the brand.

consumers start buying less expensive luxuries, such as
lipstick, when their confidence is diminished.

3

Notes

Cultural intelligence
Cultural

intelligence

allows

individuals

Kenton, Will. “Leading Lipstick Indicator.” Investopedia. March 12, 2019. Accessed March 23,
2019. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lipstickindicator.asp.

and

businesses to work effectively with people around

School, IESE Business. “Why You Need Cultural Intelligence (And How To Develop It).” Forbes.
March 24, 2015. Accessed March 23, 2019. https://www.forbes.com/sites/iese/2015/03/24/
why-you-need-cultural-intelligence-and-how-to-develop-it/#84b376417d68.

the world. Individuals need to have an open mind

Swenson, Michael J., Whitlark B. David, and Gary K. Rhoads. Marketing Fundamentals. 3rd
ed. My Educator. https://www.myeducator.com/reader/web/1385m/.

and a willingness to learn the beliefs, behaviors, and values

Tempelaar, Dirk T. “The Role of Metacognition in Business Education.” Industry and Higher
Education20, no. 5 (2006): 291-97. doi:10.5367/000000006778702292.

of various cultures. This boosts job performance, improves
results in foreign negotiations, and creates “better decisions in

Wick, Douglas A. “The Hedgehog Concept.” The Hedgehog Concept. Accessed March 23,
2019.
https://strategicdiscipline.positioningsystems.com/bid/98239/The-HedgehogConcept.

cross-cultural situations.”
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AN

ARM
AND A

E
L G

IT’S A FRIGID DAY IN UKRAINE.

and outreach groups must gear up

Snowflakes flurry by, swirling around

to address these needs, which can be

a man hobbling his way through the

some of the most personal and sensitive

bleary scene. Not every day is so cold

requirements a customer can have. As

and bleak, but miserable weather or

the technical capabilities of this and other

not, he must get to his job. All day, he is

industries grow, the potential to meet

on his feet, climbing stairs and walking

these needs increases, but even authorities

quite a distance to get to work. He

in business and engineering alike must

winces, wobbling in place for a moment

first learn the art that makes such success

as his deteriorating prosthetic leg gives

possible. This art of human-centered

him a bit of a misstep. For this man, his

design accounts for both technological

subpar, breaking prosthetic is a critical

and emotional specifications in order to

part of his life. Notwithstanding his

deliver meaningful products that meet the

diligence, the daily rigors he faces are

specific needs of the individual customer.

painful and exhausting.
That ’s

when

2f t

Prosthetics

was contac ted.
In the field of medical technology,
organizations like 2ft Prosthetics take the
health and wellbeing of individuals into
their collective hands. That responsibility

MEDTECH PERSPECTIVES ON

comes with the ever-growing obligation

HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN

specific needs. These medtech companies

to provide goods that suit the user’s

DR. ERIC S.
RICHARDSON
To investigate how companies and
organizations can better tackle the
challenges to human-centric design,
I interviewed Dr. Eric S. Richardson,
Associate Professor of the Practice
in the Department of Biomedical
Engineering at Duke University. Dr.
Richardson teaches courses on medical
device design and various advanced
topics, guiding students not only in
improving their technical aptitudes,

Every business professional can

but also in becoming adept at handling

deepen his or her understanding of

anthropological constraints on design.

human-centered

design—regardless

of our industry of choice—by looking
to perspectives that the business of

FROM THE GROUND UP

medical technology offers. To that

When I asked Dr. Richardson about

end, this article draws upon interviews

the origins of his human-centered

with three figures in this remarkable

medtech emphasis, he explained that

field, distilling their insights on how

even though he had always been

to cultivate businesses that produce

interested in healthcare systems in

human-centered solutions.

emerging markets, it was in Guatemala
that the vision came into focus. “I saw
that there are trained and dedicated
healthcare

workers

around

the

world,” he recounted. “These clinics

BY E VAN D. POFF

were
Human-centered design accounts
for both technological and
emotional specifications.
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lacking

professionals

not
but

compassionate
technology,

so

I thought, how can I help extend
technology access throughout the
world?” That lack of access extends far
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beyond Guatemala alone: With 80%

approach in companies was to strip

maintainable manufacturing opportunity

users’ problems. However, we first

of medical devices serving only 10%

down features to make a device okay

that strengthens economic potential.

must ask, “Am I solving the need?” We

of the world’s population, Richardson

for emerging markets,” he noted of

points out that 90% of people on the

the industry at large, “That’s what we

planet are left with access to a meager

called a value offering. But now, there

fifth of medical technologies.

is a realization that products have a

awareness of more than just the

ask whether they deliver true value

on U.S.-specific intricacies.”

singular need that the product hopes

and do not merely extract money from

to meet. Speaking broadly, the human-

customers. How does one design a

centered design movement addresses

technology to maximize the value a

and contemplates the multitudinous

customer receives? Answering these

facets of human life, considering how

questions is often the most effective

any and all of them can be impacted

route to a deep understanding of

by the product’s features. “Design

customers

thinking” draws from ethnology and

for the creation of products that

anthropology, in addition to relevant

genuinely solve their needs.

those
at

years

of

Medtronic,

the question, “How can we
design from the ground up for
emerging markets instead of
‘stripping it down?’” Instead
of beginning with the Audi
or BMW of medical devices
and whittling it down, how
can companies build a reliable Toyota

With that epiphany, Richardson

from the very start?
Designing from the ground up

Instead of helping these emerging

means much more than starting from

healthcare systems by going to

scratch. As Dr. Richardson explains,

medical

to

medical devices intended for emerging

designing medical devices with the

markets need to work hand-in-hand

aim of making these technologies

with

available to those competent yet

models. A device that succeeds with

undereequipped workers.

its roots in American healthcare may

he

turned

After receiving a PhD from the
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities in
2009, Dr. Richardson went to work for
Medtronic, the world’s largest medical
device company. There, he worked on
high-end heart valves as well as other
products only affordable by a few
specific markets like the U.S. Reflecting
on his time making such devices, he
noted that there was more than a price
tag between emerging markets and
these technologies. “The prevailing
20 | MSR

local,

Such

an

approach

technical proficiencies, in order to help
designers better target their users'
needs. Understanding what the users’
needs are, Dr. Richardson explains, will
mean that “those human constraints

charted a new course in his career.

school,

the solution lies in a “need pull,” not a

U.S.-influenced design based

Dr. Richardson now asks

Source: 2f tpros the tics.or g

pushing technologies. In his words,

U N D E R S TA N D I N G

“tech push.” Similarly, businesses can

experience

Fiji 2 0 1 7 2f t Trip

need to prioritize solving needs, not

necessitates

From

sustainable

business

not find the support it needs in South

are ingrained in your heart as well as
your mind.”

device

should

that is acceptable to local
markets. This provides
communities with not
just an acute medical
solution, but also with a

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol3/iss1/1

each team. Over the course of two

the users. This way, people who are

semesters, these teams go all the way

perceiving the needs are designing

from upfront marketing research to

the products to meet those needs.

designing the medical device. Using

Marketing students and professionals

terms developed by Stanford, the three

are key in this transformation. To those

phases that these teams work through

embarking on careers in marketing,

are

step across boundaries

this level of understanding stems

both ways. Have the

from exchanges between marketing

engineers

gain

departments and engineering teams.

firsthand

experience.

In the past, many of these large

You

companies have taken the marketing

understand customers.

requirements

Try

perceptions

of

know
to

how

to

bring

the

into

your

world,

underlying pitfall for both engineers

technical teams. While individuals with

understand.” At the same

and businesspeople. As engineers, Dr.

business degrees are typically well

time, he recommends

Richardson describes, we often look at

trained in discerning what customers

that those in business

how we can use our expertise to solve

are

also immerse themselves in the design

handoff

information

too-simple
causes

help

them

process. “Step into the technical world

breakdown. Subpar or absent dialogue

so you can bring the voice of the

Implementation. By not stereotyping

between the business vision and the

customer to the designers in real time.”

teammates as having finite skillsets,

implementation

these students embrace the paradigm

means

“less communication between what is

INTERDISCIPLINARITY

"Try to bring the

done by the designers and what the

engineers into your

customers will experience,” resulting in

That interdisciplinary step is central

world... Bring the voice

products that do not address the full

to the courses Dr. Richardson teaches

of the customer to the

spectrum of user's needs.

in the Duke Design Health Program.

designers in real time.”

Tonga 2 0 1 7 2f t Trip
Source: 2f tpros the ti cs.or g

a

technical

of

this

and

that

that information “over the wall” to the

experiencing,

Invention,

that “it’s important to

The historic stumbling block to

and

Identification,

Richardson’s counsel is

of design thinking is a common,

manufacturing

sourced at a price point

role in the process of understanding

engineers

be

methods that can be

allowing

in addition to graduate engineers on

what the customers need and handed

constituted of materials
and

themselves,

advocates for engineers to play a

Competing against this paradigm

American soil. Moreover,
a

“You can’t just throw money at it
and make it better.
You need someone there.”

To resolve this gap between need
and

deliverables,

Dr.

Richardson

Rather than being confined to the
Pratt School of Engineering, the class
combines MBA and medical students

that everyone has fluid abilities that
contribute to each phase.
The first stage is so critical that the
entire first semester of the course is
dedicated to developing the tools
necessary to grasp the needs that must
be identified. Clinicians and marketing
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the 2ft Prosthetics teams at BYU aim

Given this societal difference, the root

Frei reflected. The community must

work in interdisciplinary teams on

to help the world one by one.

of the problem is not donating a nice

be able to keep the product going.

sustainable projects that help villages

leg; rather, it is training people. As part
of their humanitarian trips, Joshua

S O C I E TA L C O N S T R A I N T S

and the 2ft Prosthetics club help get

As I talked with Frei, one of the first

prosthetic clinics off the ground,

points he made was how different the

constraints can prevent a product

than merely designing and delivering

available support in any given country

to fit, manufacture, and maintain their

from ever getting off the ground. In

something on their own, GEO students

will be. Like Dr. Richardson noted,

low-cost prosthetic devices. As Josh

addition to 2ft Prosthetics, Joshua

communicate regularly with natives

many medical devices are developed

summarized, “You can’t just throw

Frei has also been involved with

to get a feel for what projects they

in the United States with the American

money at it and make it better. You

BYU’s Global Engineering Outreach

want and how to go about building

healthcare system in mind, but what

need someone there.”

program.

them. After those eight months of

Josh explained, the traditional process
begins by making a plaster mold
that will fit the person. That mold is

students tend to take the lead

then used to create the socket for the

J O S H UA S .
FREI

amputee, allowing them to slide their
residual arm or leg into a customfitted, sleeve-like shell that connects

during this first stage, helping fellow

As current co-president of the

their original limb with their prosthetic.

teammates learn about ethnology,

2ft Prosthetics club at BYU, Joshua

Though this works temporarily, post-

observation, and root-cause analysis on

S. Frei is familiar with that vision-

amputation limbs fluctuate greatly

pain points. All this training is essential

driven, human-centered process. The

in

for distinguishing the overarching

mission of 2ft Prosthetics is to design

and contracting and stretching in

problem and underlying needs from

and manufacture quality, innovative,

unpredictable ways. In the U.S., these

the haze of superficial distractions.

easy to manufacture, and inexpensive

fluctuations are fine because trained

prosthetics, with a primary focus

prosthetists simply make a new mold

on

in

and create an updated socket. However,

developing countries. Though it's

the developing world at large does not

goal is to prototype and produce

have enough medical professionals

prosthetics for humanitarian trips

to make this U.S.-oriented “custom fit”

to locations such as the Dominican

model plausible.

The second and third stages feature
the capabilities of the engineers
and MBA students, respectively, but
success lies in the interdisciplinarity of
the team. Summarizing the results seen
at Duke as well as Rice to make this
point, Richardson says the teams that
have accomplished the most do not
compartmentalize. Involving everyone
in all three phases ensures that the
target users’ unique needs become a
constant vision that shapes the entire
process of product development.
22 | MSR
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lower

Republic,

income

the

individuals

Philippines,

and

Tonga, 2ft Prosthetics also answers
the call to create custom limbs for
individuals, such as their Ukrainian
friend with the deteriorating leg.
By

overcoming

societal,

cultural,

technical, and personal constraints,

their

dimensions,

expanding

also

the

other

hand,

of designing to understand the needs

teaching community members how

Societal

On

great lengths during the two semesters
of the Peruvians they will help. Rather

fall apart in Africa. For prosthetics,

Joshua S . Frei on far right

C U LT U R A L C O N S T R A I N T S
cultural

works easily in Arizona may completely

Globa l Engine ering Outre ach Class in Peru

and communities in Peru. GEO goes to

Program

participants

preparation, students go

factors

constrain

manufacturing
Developing

to Peru to implement their

the

innovative technologies.

process.
countries

Of course, no matter

have

comparatively

how

few

manufacturing

and

much

research

coordination

the

facilities to begin with.

students do in advance,

They

have

unforeseen

limited ability to import

constraints

other

require

may

also

materials.

Thus,

cultural
arise

that

additional

making a device “easy to

ingenuity.

manufacture”

category of unexpected

requires

sourcing locally available
materials during the design stages of

such

limitations is culturally

Tonga 2 0 1 6 2f t Trip
Source: 2f tpros the tics.or g

One

held

beliefs.

Joshua

recounted

development, as well as ensuring that

instances that the Global Engineering

the equipment and skills required

Outreach teams have encountered

are inexpensive and easily taught to
community members. From the 2ft
Prosthetics engineers’ perspective,
it is not enough for their own team
to produce a durable, maintainable

“If [a design] is culturally rejected,
it is unacceptable, and it is no
longer a viable option.… It does not
solve their problem.”

in the past. One such project was
a shared water tower, intended to
provide water to two adjacent villages.
To the students’ surprise, one of the
towns was devastated and insisted

product. No matter how great their

that a new tower be built. Why? The

about

design is, it is not right if it is difficult

pipe that led to this town was situated

“A

for someone else to repair and make

lower than the pipe that led to the

wheelchair only has to fit someone’s

last for a decent amount of time.

other. Surely, they complained, the

weight and size. But if there’s not a

“If we leave and then no one has

water would always go through the

prosthetic professional who can fit a

a functional prosthetic, then it’s

other town’s higher pipe before it

socket to the individual, [that kind of

back to the crutches, back to the

could even get to their lower one, so

prosthetic is] not solving the problem.”

wheelchair, back to the skateboard,”

the other town would get far more of

“That’s
prosthetics,”

what’s
Frei

hard
revealed.
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the precious resource. The engineers

their expectations. These

individuals, the 2ft Prosthetics teams

everything with remarkable poise, she

tried to explain how hydrostatic

culturally

views

were able to work on products that

is determined to return to school in

pressure ensured equal distribution,

dictate their own set of

would serve their purpose: helping

time for the new year at junior high, but

but nothing would console them until

design specifications. In

their users with their unique lives.

she doesn’t want anyone to know that

they had rebuilt the tower with the

Josh’s words, no matter

pipes visibly equal. Another project

how great a design is, “if

gone awry had only one issue – copper.

it is culturally rejected,

The community destroyed the project

it is unacceptable, and

because, to them, copper was of the

it is no longer a viable

devil. That superstitious cultural stigma

option.…It

completely undermined all the effort

solve their problem.”

held

does

Emotions also permeate design
considerations.

Cultural perceptions also impact

athlete seeking peak performance,

not
Tonga 2 0 1 7 2f t Trip
Source: 2f tpros the tics.or g

PERSONAL CONSTRAINTS

TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS

individuals lead dissimilar lives, and

plenty of technical challenges to

those

overcome. Perhaps the first constraint

development.

that members of 2ft Prosthetics

Ukrainian who commutes on foot,

consider is the kind of amputation. As

Joshua described conversations – much

Frei explained, different amputations

like those advocated by Dr. Richardson

require different approaches, and

– discussing the man’s typical day-to-

a given country will have a unique

day demands, the countless flights of

blend of amputation causes. For

stairs, his physical characteristics and

instance,

in

measurements, expectations, needs,

Mexico are the byproduct of diabetes,

and everything they could learn. On

whereas American amputees are

a different occasion, the team worked

more likely to be veterans or car

on a prosthetic for a banana farmer in

accident survivors. Tongans who need

Panama. Again, the pattern began with

a prosthetic tend to require stronger

talking with the patient, determining

support. Africans who escaped civil

what specific limitations his profession

violence may have had their mangled

and environment imposed. Details

leg hacked off with a machete, and

like these admittedly constrain the 2ft

unlike the American, they may not be

teams’ design approach substantially,

By helping the individual

as likely to have a car to help them

and the group must occasionally put

in the company’s

get around, thus placing even more

projects on hold, but this process of

engineering and business

strain on their legs. These contrasting

stepping into the user’s life makes

plans, the company

amputations alone create disparate

the project easier to tackle. More

becomes enabled to help

technical needs, all on top of the

importantly, whereas a more general,

the masses.

engineering knowhow required for a

one-size-fits-all approach would have

standard device.

struggled to accommodate both these

anything that becomes otherwise
unusable, or do they think, “This
thing just doesn’t work, forget it?”
Similarly, some cultures may be more
superficial, looking down at people
who walk differently. Users may have
apprehension or distaste when it
comes to certain methods of putting
a prosthetic on, or they may assume
their walking gait will be precisely as it
was before their amputation, rejecting
any offering that fails to live up to

24 | MSR

instead

a

model

designed for sports and increased
as readily recognize how that same

cultural limitations, there are still

things: Do these people tend to fix

recommending

load capacity. However, we may not

Even with similar circumstances,

the culture’s attitude toward broken

readily

would not be a great fit for an

When a design meets societal and

product success. A simple example is

may

recognize that a “normal” prosthetic

that had been put into an otherwise
helpful product.

We

many

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol3/iss1/1

amputations

lifestyles

influence
Referring

product
to

the

“normal” device may not match a user’s
emotional needs. Imagine a 13-year-old
girl, excited for summer vacation and
effervescently smiling as she always
does at the thought of reuniting with
her friends. Life is blue skies, a shining
sun, and the lemonade her mom always
makes. Summer abruptly closes with a
car accident. She survives and for the
most part is miraculously unscathed,
barely touched at all except for her left
leg, which disappears by amputation
almost as suddenly and rudely as the
incident that took it away. Handling

she has a prosthetic. The standard leg
she was given works well, and pushing
through all the physical training, she
got the hang of walking with only a
slight limp. Maybe no one would notice
that, but with each step she takes, the
knee makes an audible, unnatural click.

G E T T I N G S TA R T E D
With this realization, I wondered
how organizations even approach
human-centered design. Seeing all
these variations, the concept of helping
entire markets while meeting these
individual needs seemed far more
daunting than it initially appeared. Frei
offered the following tips for tackling
the beginning of such endeavors.

The sound feels deafening in her ears

Specialize. First, pick your market.

as she imagines everyone at school

Once you have that decided, assemble

turning, revolving around to look at

a research team and learn everything

the source of the unfamiliar noise. The

you can. This is the population your

prosthetic that seemed quite suitable

product needs to entice, the lives your

for

non-demanding

creation is intended to enrich, and the

life ends up being wrong for her, in

factors for which your solution must

this fictional case because the thing

account, so get to know it and them

that matters most to her is seeming

deeply. Once you have progressed

normal. Just as was seen for various

beyond the superficial, add that

cultures, each of those constraints will

genuine understanding to what your

differ for each individual person, not

organization can provide. This forms

just in quantitative measure, but also

a guiding vision like “Best foot for

qualitatively. As I quickly discovered by

Tonga” that your teams can pursue in

talking with Josh, in their world, there

all stages.

her

“typical,”

truly is no “typical” device.

“Solving social problems is a question of both
technical expertise and business acumen.... A
true social solution is going to add value in all
aspects of the community."
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Subdivide. “It can kind of feel

in place, any organization can follow

As Josh noted, they can also help

Joshua

the example of 2ft Prosthetics and

compensate

admitted, “There are lots of needs

proceed to help the individual in a

strengths. The engineers in his teams

out there, a lot of variables out

human-centered process. With this

are great at solving problems, but they

there.” To overcome those potentially

mindset, any group can successfully

can for instance benefit from help with

overwhelming feelings, break up your

design and distribute a product that

global supply chain. Teamwork is great

team’s

offers well-rounded value to users in

for overcoming such issues.

overwhelming

into

specific,
more

at

times,”

specialized

manageable

vision

subparts.

particular markets.

socket in Ecuador, their strategy
was to create subcomponent teams,

C O L L A B O R AT I O N
“Don’t

get

discouraged,”

for, you can embrace and employ
Josh

begins. “Solving big problems takes a

for the research and development

lot of brains, and not just brains from

of individual parts like the socket’s

one person but multiple people.” To

base plate, strap network, and struts.

say that working as a team is important

Though these teams were interwoven

is no understatement. Team members

and coordinated with one other, this

see holes in designs that you then

tightened focus for each subgroup

can fix, giving you the opportunity

aided the entire team in producing

to provide an even greater product.

ensure that

individual

and with the people you are designing

smaller groups that were responsible

a product that could account for the

their

By collaborating with each other

For instance, when 2ft Prosthetics
identified a need for an adjustable

with

inspiration wherever it comes from.
Sometimes, that may not even be from
your own team. “We want something
to be fancy, innovative, fresh, and cool.
But sometimes it’s just cheaper to use
something that already exists than to
make something on your own,” Frei
pointed out. “We need to be careful to
design things that are practical and not
design superfluously.”

numerous constraints.
Serve. Though highly beneficial for
any company, an attitude of putting
users first is essential for anyone
engaged in human-centered design.

their

teams
not

DISTRIBUTION

only

grasp the technical

Even with a highly skilled

specifications

technical team, Joshua notes that

at

hand,

but also the implicit merits that

“solving social problems is a question of

certain design choices make in other

both technical expertise and business

relevant areas of the users’ lives. In

acumen. You could have a very good

this spirit of human-centered design,

engineering design, but if you have

easier, better, and of higher quality. If

leaders can help engineers to extend

a bad business model, it’s not going

we don’t get these technologies out

their really sound technical ideas into

to work.” For models oriented toward

to other people, we are failing in our

a viable, sound social solution, just as

an emerging market, one of the most

calling as engineers, entrepreneurs,

they in turn can help their business

critical components is the distribution

and executives.

colleagues catch the full vision of

strategy. As Joshua commented, if you
can’t figure out a feasible way to get
your “really sweet technology” out to
people, we’re just leaving people in the

their devices’ capacity for good.
W E L L - R O U N D E D VA L U E

In Frei’s opinion, this pursuit of

For Joshua, a successful business

dust. “It kind of marginalizes people if

model

you have the perfect solution in a lab

and distributing a product. The 2ft

but someone in Ethiopia doesn’t have

Prosthetics team aims not only to

any access to it,” he asserts, “I don’t like

help individuals get a prosthetic, but

how things have to trickle down.”

also to promote the economy in the

goes

beyond

developing

area, to train community members

well-rounded value is best achieved
by a for-profit organization. While
Joshua

concedes

that

nonprofits

are indispensable to these goals of
providing valuable products for unique
markets, he claims that when for-profit
corporations are motivated by a cause

Embracing the perspective of serving

How are we supposed to take this

the user breaks through the equivalent

technology to the world, to the people

of writer’s block experienced by

who are farther down the totem pole

designers and directors alike. “I’d say

than are top laboratories and prosthetic

communication is the key,” Joshua

practices? How can we stop leaving

expounds, “You need to understand

these “lower” levels in the dust? Instead

the constraints.” Figure out what

of researching cutting-edge devices

Designing toward human value is

to be a golden balance between

the user needs, then go to work to

that push the envelope of possibility,

a group effort. During presentations,

sustainability and helping people

meet them. Ultimately, by helping

firms can pursue distribution-oriented

corporate

the individual in the company’s

development. This is the sweet spot

conversations

engineering and business plans, the
company becomes enabled to help
the masses.
Fiji 2 0 1 7 2f t Trip

With these foundational principles
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in prosthetic care, and to kickstart
local

manufacturing

processes.

“A true social solution is going
to add value in all aspects of the
community,” he explained.

leadership

other than capitalism, they are best
situated to solve these big problems.
The increased revenue that these
companies enjoy can be utilized to
add this value on more levels than
otherwise possible. “There needs

can

steer

and profit—it’s a difficult space,

from

mere

and I think we need business minds

between technology and business,

feasibility and profitability, instead

and engineering minds in order to

caring just as much about outreach

redirecting discussion toward how

navigate it.”

and impact as findings and results.

the proposed program or technology

As Joshua stated, the purpose of

will add value to customers’ lives on

technology is to make peoples’ lives

multiple levels. Lead engineers can

away
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This

transition

compounded
monetary

by

is

the

further

unexpected

burden

prosthetics

typically bring. “Prosthetic legs can be
prohibitively expensive,” Koloa notes,
grateful for the athletic sponsorships
that

paid

for

his

feet. “Certain

insurances will only cover walkinglevel feet and not ones that allow you
to run, which can sometimes cost
upwards of $30,000.” And for aboveboundaries of what people think

K O LOA
WO L F G R A M M
As difficult as balancing all these
factors can be, the investment of a
human-centered

business

model

by devices that had been made and

team, the first national team for the

improved to address the needs he had.

sport. Competing as a pilot, he helped

By taking a human-centered approach

with developing bobsleds that their

to

team could use, going on to assist in

businesses

forming regulations for para bobsled

without

company or entrepreneur can benefit
from. The first is simply to get past the
planning stage. “I met a lot of smart
and driven individuals who… had
paralysis by planning,” Koloa shared,
“A lot of good can be done even if all
parts of the plan aren’t quite set in
stone. Learning to react to a changing
and

evolving

market

was

more

valuable to us than the well-laid plans
we started off with.” For that matter,

must be an ongoing process, one
where both parties stay involved
in the conversation: “The benefit of
being involved in a human-centered
industry is that both consumer and
producer automatically come from
a shared perspective.” Users can be
proactive
feedback,

in

offering

and

continuing

companies

can

make the effort to lead engaging
discussions with their customers.
Finally,

sometimes

businesses

lack of information or experience is

Looking at the market for prosthetics,

merely financial implications: Users

no longer a valid claim; 16-year-old

Koloa laments that there are only

of

must change feet. Although there are

Koloa knew barely a thing about non-

three “major titans in the… industry.”

at the international level. Thanks to

expectation. Companies can “get out of

benefits to being able to design an

profit management or negotiation, but

So while companies can and should

the efforts of people like Koloa, the

the way” and enable users to focus on

active and a less active device separately,

access to a stack of library books and

implement the numerous principles

Paralympic Games debut of para

their dreams without worrying about

the specialization comes at the price of

the Internet gave him everything they

of human-centered design, there are

bobsled is slated for 2022.

their needs. Businesses can consider a

inconvenience. Able-bodied individuals

needed. With such resources available,

times where what the users really

product successful when its users can

may switch footwear to fit an upcoming

the primary obstacle is motivation.

need is simply another option, another

concentrate on the horizon instead of

task better, but they do not have to

the step right in front of them.

even consider the logistics of bringing

been encouraged to play wheelchair

himself

basketball,

Historically,
but

amputees
for

Koloa,

had
that

exceptional devices and opportunities.

suggestion felt like an invitation to

Never having been a shy person, Koloa

limit the agility he had already trained

gladly shares his experiences with

and worked hard to achieve. Joining

others and has traveled the country

a group of fellow amputees, Koloa

as a motivational speaker in addition

became part of Amp1 Basketball.

to his work with various organizations

“We eventually created a non-profit

over the years.

and travelled around the country
playing basketball against able-bodied
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athletic varieties.

Koloa offered several insights that any

this process of understanding needs

rigorous activities holds more than

due to childhood cancer, considers

an amputee, he has pushed the

amount of the foot. These also come in

as both a user and a businessman,

figure things out themselves. Thus,

just need to get a product out there.

court.

During much of Koloa’s time as

component can cost over twice the

Reflecting on firsthand experiences

Wolfgramm suggests that a perceived

lives. Koloa Wolfgramm, an amputee

HORIZONS

knee amputees, the more critical knee

because the users are still trying to

Having separate devices for more

also stepped onto the basketball

such

Koloa’s

Koloa joined the USA Para Bobsled

True solutions create extraordinary

of

cases,

accomplishments were made possible

Around this same time, Wolfgramm

beneficiary

both

amputees can do. At the age of 16,

generates more than quality products:

the

In

THE NEED FOR “NEW”

teams, doing NBA halftime shows,
training amputees and prosthetists,
and fulfilling speaking engagements,”
Wolfgramm recounted.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol3/iss1/1

research

and

will

development,

design

artificial

products

constraints

and switching between entire limbs, let
D I F F I C U LT D AY S
As it is, taking just one step forward
can sometimes feel impossible. Koloa

alone deal with that everyday reality for
amputees. These realities are considered
in a human-centered design.

As an amputee, Koloa added, a user
does not always know his or her own
needs. While asking questions and
trying to understand the customer’s
viewpoint is essential, it cannot be
the sole source of design direction

was diagnosed with bone cancer at the
age of 5, yet it was not until he was 13 that
his leg was finally amputated. Because
of this, Koloa believes that he had an
easier time adapting to his amputation
than others; he points out that many
who become amputees due to sickness
or trauma later in life experience more
difficulty because they were accustomed
to an able-bodied life.
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choice that brings competition and
motivation for innovation. Design
quality products, yes, but be sure that
they become a reality before the end
of the day.

the always critical expertise.

see the leg, distributing and actualizing

Converge. Successful solutions in
these human-centered industries draw
from an entire spectrum of people,
from users to expert professionals.
Such solutions go beyond addressing

AN ARM AND A LEG
Every

human

has

a single concern, striving instead
individual

needs, unique desires, and specific
expectations, yet adopting a humancentered business approach makes
personally

significant

products

a

reality. From these interviews, we can
condense the various insights into
three key principles:

the results. Ultimately, human-centered
design is not a collection of precise
concepts demanding exact execution:
It is a standard and vision, a considerate
paradigm of pursuing success by
providing value to the one.

to provide well-rounded value in
all aspects of the user’s life and
community. Even when the design
teams and researchers struggle to

Notes:
Dr. Eric S. Richardson, telephone conversation with
author, February 19, 2019.

identify a plan that they feel confident

Joshua S. Frei, conversation with author, February 22,
2019.

about, businesses with a human-

Koloa Wolfgramm, email message to author, March 21,
2019.

centered mindset are willing to take
a shot, knowing that whatever they
make will help them come closer to the

Cater. Human-centered goods and
services are designed for their specific
target audience. Just like many a fine
meal, a catered product will often be
made from scratch and not leftovers.
The chefs will pay attention to detail,
ensuring that everything from the
flavors and appearance to the scent
and aftertaste combine into a meal
made to order. Such dishes dream
beyond mere nutrition; they create
an experience.

market’s bullseye.
As

influential

as

theory

itself

can be, perhaps it is not surprising
that human-centered design is best
implemented by focusing on people.
Behind these principles, we see the
engineer and the business person, the
user and the designer. We see their
technical circumstances and emotional
drives. We see the arm, motivating and
directing this development, and we

Empathize. When the managerial
and

technical

teams

both

seek

to understand the needs of their
users, they ask themselves guiding
questions

throughout

the

entire

development process: What would
this user need? How would her life
circumstances affect her experience?
Might our product impact his typical
day? Though the user is not the
designer, the designer brings the user
into his or her heart to complement
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“Necessity is the mother of

The Free Money Election

innovation, and innovation
responded with numerous
technological advances.”

The United States debt is currently
climbing above 22 trillion dollars
and by the year 2030, all tax revenue
collected by the federal government
will be spent on entitlements and
interest we owe on the national debt.
Otto Von Bismarck, Mr. Schenker

By Ryan Stenquist

facetiously claims, may be as much to

“Eight hours for work! Eight
hours for rest! Eight hours for what

THE FUTURIST
Wise Words from an Economic Fortune-teller

During Otto Von Bismarck’s rule

workers across the United States in

as Chancellor of the German Empire

the early 1900s. Grueling six-day

(1871 to 1890), he led Germany to

workweeks approaching 100 hours a

establish the first social security

week exhausted blue-collar America

program in the world: The Old Age

until they finally achieved legal

and Disability Insurance Bill of 1889.

protection and the normalization of

This program gave modest funds

the two-day weekend we often take

to individuals over the age of 70.

for granted today.

Bismarck was often criticized as

Long after the success of this eighthour workday movement, we are on
the verge of another labor revolution.
At least that’s what Jason Schenker, the

current entitlement system in favor
of giving free money—to the tune of
20,000 dollars per citizen per annum—
will be elected as President of the
United States. How could distributing
free money possibly remedy our
financial woes? The data seems to
suggest this massive overhaul would
in fact be more solvent than today’s
labyrinth of federal financial assistance.

current trajectory.

we will!” This was the cry of factory

being radically socialist following
the creation of this bill. His response:
“Call it socialism or whatever you like.
It is the same to me.”

The Transpocalypse
National Public Radio reports that in
1978 the most common job title in the
United States was “secretary.” Necessity
is the mother of innovation, and
innovation responded with numerous
technological

advances

(Microsoft

Office, calendar applications, voice
assistants, etc.) that replaced much
of the need for human capital in
secretarial roles. And what is the most
common job title today? Truck driver.
An overwhelming 29 states report that

world’s leading economic futurist, tells

Incredulously, these attacks towards

their largest need for human capital

us. At the 2018 Park City conference for

Bismarck came at a time when the

is in the truck, delivery, and tractor

the National Association of Corporate

average life expectancy of Europeans

driving industry.

Directors

Schenker

hovered around age 40. “Now that’s

revealed what’s coming for business

a sustainable social security plan!”

leaders and, by extension, for all

Schenker quips. Today, average life

of us. While Mark Twain cautions,

expectancy in the United States is 78.6

“prediction is difficult—particularly

years with a social security threshold of

when it involves the future,” we

age 65, equaling 13.6 years on average

would do well to consider the data of

of social security payments.

(NACD),

Mr.

a forecaster whom Bloomberg rates
as #1 in the world in over two dozen
financial categories. So, what does
the future hold?
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blame as any modern politician for our

politician who supports scrapping our

Not

surprisingly,

the

most

innovative companies of today are
approaching this opportunity with
zeal. Tesla is producing an all-electric,
self-driving semitruck with record
acceleration

and

safety

features.

Uber aims at skipping roadways

Needless to say, United States

altogether with commercial, self-

entitlement spending has gotten out of

automated flying cars 32x quieter

hand. And what might be the antidote?

than the average helicopter. And on

Jason Schenker predicts that by 2030 a

December 7, 2016, Amazon delivered
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Conclusion
Ubiquitous self-driving cars, robot
workers, and massive political shifts
may seem far away and irrelevant to
our day-to-day lifestyles. However, Mr.
Schenker proves that these changes are
fast approaching and come as timely
responses to our current problems and
Tesla Semi

opportunities. 19th century factory

Image Source:
TheVerge.com

workers would be pleased to see our
day, to say the least.

Amazon

now appearing in fast food restaurants

automotive, oil, and manufacturing

Notes

Prime Air, its drone delivery service.

are only a foreshadowing of the shift

companies in the United States is

Eight-Hour Movement. Accessed March 14, 2019. http://
www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/417.html.

Schenker’s prediction: it won’t be

towards

robotic

the fact that they employ millions of

long before the title “truck driver” goes

labor. Companies are looking to

voters. Massive companies have seen

the way of the secretaries of 1979.

collaborative robots, “co-bots,” to

unusually merciful tax breaks, tariffs on

assist human employees in more

competitors, and cash handouts from

strenuous physical tasks and more

government officers anxious to please

mundane office work. For example,

the electorate.

its

first

package

with

The Robocalypse & Voting
Capital
“Robocalypse” is a doomsday term
that has been tossed about in science
fiction movies and books for decades.
Few would expect that the cause of
this impending event would not be
villainous scientists, but rather payroll
taxes. Jason Schenker predicts that as
part of the aforementioned increase
of entitlement debt, congress will
choose to increase payroll taxes from

automated

and

factory workers in Japan are already
using metal suits that help them lift
hundreds of pounds—even at an
advanced age. Schenker predicts
that these and other cost-efficient
technologies will proliferate only
as the talented, though perhaps
not so lucrative parkour robots
you may have enjoyed viewing on
YouTube are cut from research and
development funding.
As all of this new technology rolls

25% or more. As employers bear the

out, a human employee’s only hope

burden of an almost doubled tax rate

may come from a surprising source:

for every human employee they hire,

voting

the incentive to turn to automation will

largely choose policies that will please

only increase.

their constituents, and one of the

The touchscreen self-service kiosks

Political

switch from a human workforce to a
robotic one? For one, they lose “voting
capital.” The status “too big to fail” may
not apply to a company with massive
revenues but relatively few employees.
It’s no wonder that companies like
Amazon, who could be much more
automated than they currently are,
continue to invest in human capital in
key political areas like New York and

the current 15.3% to approximately

rights.

So, what happens when companies

Northern Virginia.

candidates

primary reasons for the resiliency of
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WHITNEY JOHNSON

10:34

4G

BY ANDREA CABRERA
Whitney Johnson broke the glass ceiling. “I want more. I can do this,” she said. A fire lit
inside her—she disrupted herself.
Whitney was terrified. She and her husband had moved to New York for him to get his
PhD at Columbia University, and she needed to find a job. But there was a problem: Whitney

BEGINNING

had no career sense whatsoever. Living in the Big Apple was different than growing up in
her hometown of San Jose, California. Whitney had never held a full-time position and had

of the new

studied piano performance at Brigham Young University. At the time, no one wanted to hire

SMARTPHONE
ERA

a woman for anything more than a secretary.
As a guest on the Marriott Student Review podcast, Measuring Success Right, Whitney
speaks about a fire that sparked from inside her. This fire motivated her to disrupt herself.
She worked as an equity analyst, started the Disruptive Innovations Fund, coached senior
executives from across the globe for Harvard Business School Executive Education programs,

BY BRADEN TERRY

and more.
Whitney, a mother of two, currently contributes to the Harvard Business Review and hosts
her own weekly podcast called Disrupt Yourself. “I love to . . . figure out new ways to inspire
people to figure out how to change and how to live their best lives.”

A decade ago, computers were made for work and productivity.
Portable laptops were beginning to become mainstream, and cell phones were about as personal
as a wallet. Today, smartphones do everything a laptop can do while also functioning as a personal
connection to the rest of the world. In 2016, global smartphone sales reached $1.5 billion even though
the market did not exist in 2006.
Apple’s iPhone ignited creation and rapid expansion of a previously nonexistent market. Smartphone
sales have risen since the release of the original iPhone in 2007. In 2007, Apple’s stock was worth $12.
Listen to Whitney’s full story on Measuring Success Right to learn how you can disrupt
yourself. Measuring Success Right is available online at measuringsuccessright.com and on

Creation of the smartphone market increased Apple’s stock to a peak of $227 in 2018. Other firms, such
as Samsung and Huawei, have benefited from the same expansion over the past decade.

Spotify, SoundCloud, Google Play, and Apple Podcast.
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However, total sales of smartphones

for inflation, the prices of each iPhone

sells their smartphones by promoting

more customers. Samsung’s decrease

decreased in 2017 for the first time

have remained consistent for each

iPhones as status symbols rather than

in Q4 sales continued into 2018: “The

since the market opened. To keep

release with exception to the iPhone

demonstrating the practical use. A

Company posted KRW $59.27 trillion

the market alive, Apple will need to

X and iPhone XS. Consumers were

lack of features tailored to Chinese

in consolidated quarterly revenue,

identify the problems in the current

outraged at the proliferated price in

customers along with massive prices

down 10 percent from a year earlier,

market and adapt to the changing

2017 and did not change their minds

has caused Apple to lose in China.

and KRW $10.8 trillion in quarterly

need for smartphones going into the

in 2018. Higher prices have caused

Apple’s lack of a foothold in China has

operating profit, down 29 percent.”

next decade.

consumers to avoid buying the new

severely hindered total sales because

Industry leader Samsung reporting

iPhone models.

China is a large and expanding market

decreased sales is not good news for

for smartphones.

the smartphone market.

Apple Misses the Mark

Apple’s performance in China is
“The bigger you are, the harder you

even more unsatisfactory. The Chinese

Recently, Apple has modified their

China’s smartphone market is also

fall” represents Apple’s misfortunes in

yuan declined 5.7 percent compared

prices in China to better fit the market.

experiencing a significant decline.

2018. In 2018, Apple’s total revenue

to the US dollar in 2018. Deflation

iPhones have had a small increase in

Chinese smartphone sales dropped

dropped 15% from 2017. The decline

of Chinese yuan has caused iPhone

sales as an effect. Other problems

10.2 percent and have been on the

in sales occurred right after Apple

prices to be massive in China because

Apple has yet to address are battery

decline since the second quarter

introduced the 2018 iPhone models,

Apple sells the iPhone in US dollars.

replacement issues and other accessory

of 2017. China is a perfect market

iPhone XS and iPhone XR. These

Massive prices in China detour Chinese

issues. Competing firms offer cheap

for

models are incremental upgrades on

consumers

any

accessories for their smartphones and

because of its large population and

the prior year’s model, iPhone X, and

iPhones. In addition, Apple faces huge

repair options for broken batteries,

growing number of people leaving

Apple brought over a negative aspect

competition from Huawei in China.

screens, etc. The lack of these options

poverty. These conditions should

from the 2017 model, the price. Apple

Huawei sells smartphones specifically

moves consumers to brands other than

generate

increased the price of the iPhone in

tailored to Chinese consumers’ needs at

Apple. As a result, Apple is expecting

sales, but the industry is not seeing

2017 for the first time. When adjusted

a much lower price than Apple. Apple

revenues of $55 billion in 2019 as

the expected growth.

from

purchasing

8

compared to $61 billion from 2018.

Figure 1: Cost of Various iPhone at Launch
(adjusted for inflation)

The Other Guys
Apple

is

the

smartphone

sales

are

other prominent firms in the industry

Samsung

global

need to identify the current problem

leader in smartphone sales for the

and make the necessary changes to

past few years. In Q4 2017, Apple

increase sales again.

the

number

reclaimed the title once the Galaxy S9
was launched in 2018. Samsung usually
has higher sales than Apple because
Samsung has more influence in other
foreign markets than Apple. Apple
overtaking Samsung in number of
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reporting decreases in sales recently.

of smartphone sales, but Samsung
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smartphone

predicted to be sluggish. Apple and the

been

only

massive

firm

has

not

manufacturers

sales is shocking because Samsung has

though total smartphone sales might

larger storage, new operating system,

have already peaked. Smartphones

and a standard 3.5mm headphone jack.

are not a finished fad. The problem

Owners of the original iPhone quickly

is that today’s iPhone is the same as

bought the iPhone 3G as well as new

tomorrow’s iPhone.

customers who did not previously

Total

smartphone

sales

are

declining because current users are
not buying more phones. For the past
decade, every year’s new iPhone was
a notable upgrade form the prior year.
The first upgrade of the iPhone was
the iPhone 3G. The iPhone 3G was
released one year after the first iPhone
and came with massively upgraded
specifications. Included in the new
iPhone was a larger battery, a 3G signal,

have an iPhone or smartphone. In
contrast, the differences of the two
most recent iPhones released are as
follows: iPhone XS has (1) slightly more
RAM and (2) a slightly faster processor.
Consumers who have the iPhone X do
not feel a need to spend $999 on such
a small upgrade. This same pattern is
occurring with all other smartphone
manufactures and results in a decrease
of overall demand.

For the foreseeable future (and
occurs),

overtook Samsung in the

Data source: u/zonination,
The cost of each iPhone at launch (adjusted for inflation), (reddit.com, 2018)

smartphone

To keep the market alive, Apple will need to
identify the problems in the current market and
adapt to the changing need for smartphones
going into the next decade.

Figure 2: Increases in iPhone Sales vs.
Price of iPhone

Customers are Satisfied
The decline in smartphone sales is
not marking the beginning of the end
of mobile computers. People will still be
streaming videos from the palm of their
hand a decade from today. The number
of people who have smartphones is
also going to continue to rise even

Data source: Statista.com editors, Unit Sales of the Apple Worldwide from 2007 2018 (in millions), (statista.com, 2019)
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Going forward, Apple needs to give consumers
more of the functionalities they want while also
lowering the price tag just
like Jobs did in 2007. Jobs’
innovation is what has led
Apple to success.

The Next Big Innovation
Smartphones have started to become
“bezel-less wonders” (increasing screento-body ratio), which is not bad, but
selling bezel-less wonders is not
enough to keep the market at the
same momentum. As Apple and other

“Without

new

demand,

firms push smartphones to be luxury

the

products by increasing prices and

smartphone market has come to

decreasing bezels, consumers are less

a turning point,” said Huang Wei (

likely to purchase new devices. When

Deputy Director of the Research

someone breaks their phone screen

Department of Integrated Circuits and

they do not buy a new phone, they buy

Software, Institute of Integration of

a new screen because a new phone is

Informatization and Industrialization

far too expensive. If Apple would make

China Academy of Information and
Communications

Technology)

told

Beijing Review. Without an incentive

Source: Chris Smith, Huawei Mate X,
(bgr.com, 2019)

new devices with far superior features,
then people would be motivated to
purchase new devices and sales would

to upgrade, consumers are waiting

demonstrated 5G technology in their
upcoming devices.
Apple has not introduced a foldable
iPhone or a 5G iPhone to compete
with the competition. Apple will
need to introduce these features into
their upcoming products or else their
customers will move towards the
competition. The first 5G iPhone will
be a greater sales pusher than the
first foldable iPhone based on Apple’s
past performance. The first 3G iPhone
was able to convince current iPhone
users to purchase the new device
and the first 4G iPhone did the same.
When Apple introduces the 5G iPhone,

decreasing the benefit from upgrading.

Two

every 15 months instead of the current

As Apple continues to attempt to

innovation

average of every 22 months.

establish itself as a luxury brand, Apple

foldable smartphones and (2) 5G

believes it can charge high prices for

wireless signals. Apple’s competitors,

iPhones to make up for decreasing

Samsung and Huawei, have both

sales revenue because people will

introduced

pay for the status symbol. However,

will go on sale in 2019. Foldable

when costumers buy smartphones,

smartphone technology is a fresh take

they are looking for function, not style;

on smartphones and is exactly what

therefore, this pricing strategy does

the industry needs to reinvigorate the

not work. “Apple will exhaust that

market. However, both phones are

strategy,” says David Yoffie, a professor

sporting a $2000 price tag. Consumers

of international business at Harvard

are not willing to widely adapt new

Business School who also sits on the

foldable smartphone technology until

board of HTC. “When Apple is at an

the price shrinks. 5G wireless signal is

average selling price of $800, and the

the more likely market buster. Mobile

rest of industry is at $300, you can only

World Conference 2018 and 2019 were

To recreate Jobs’ formula for success

defy gravity for so long.” Apple is going

both dominated by firms showcasing

in 2019, Apple should introduce 5G

to see more revenue plunders if they

their 5G technology and how they

and foldable screen technology into

continue charging extra for a feeble

will embrace it in their products.

the 2019 iPhone models at half the cost

status symbol.

Again,

of the competition. The iPhone XS’s

Kit Hong Wong (Department of
HealthBusiness Administration, Fooyin
University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan) ran
a study to determine the rational
benefits people gain when they choose
to switch smartphone brands. From
his study, Wong determined people
put more value on the functionality
of the device rather than the brand
of the device. Since consumers buy
new smartphones when they believe
the new device delivers more benefits
than their current device, consumers
are not buying as many phones in 2019
as in 2009, because most smartphones
offer the same benefits as the device
they already own.
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are

forthcoming:

(1)

foldable

Apple’s

phones

competitors

that

have

iPhone, Apple should also release a
second model with a foldable screen.
At the expense of foldable screen
technology being cutting-edge, this
iPhone will be expensive. The first
folding iPhone will be a stepping stone
for Apple to perfect the design for the
2020 iPhone model. The 2020 iPhone
model will have both 5G and a foldable
screen while costing the same price as
an iPhone today. By recreating Jobs’
formula, Apple will survive in the new
smartphone era.
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The

Genius

of

Good Questions
By Matthew Erickson

If you were to analyze every
breakthrough and innovation in
the history of man, you would
most likely find a question at the
heart of each one.

Albert Einstein once offered the world a gift

bodies to react faster than thought. Engineers and doctors drill

arguably greater than all of his scientific contributions combined:

themselves on basic concepts to avoid potential disaster lest they

a rare insight into the mind of a genius. “It is not that I’m so smart”

forget something simple. Routine is not inherently repulsive, but

he said, “but that I stay with the questions much longer.”

the complacency that can come with routine is detrimental to

Einstein once asked himself, “What would happen if I were

innovation and progress.

to travel alongside a beam of light?”1 Though it may seem a silly

If you were to analyze every breakthrough and innovation

thought, this simple question led to the development of what we

in the history of mankind, you would most likely find a

now know as the General Theory of Relativity. No wonder then

question at the heart of each one. These questions challenged

that much of Einstein’s advice is summarized by his statement,

the status quo and dared to ask how things could be different.

“The important thing is to not stop questioning.”

If the catalyst for change is a simple, unassuming question,

When told to “not stop questioning”, we may conjure up in our

then shouldn’t innovation and change be easy? In theory, yes.

minds an image of reticent children, impishly parroting "why"

But we are immediately confronted with a problem. How do

to exhausted parents who are trying to stem a flow of never-

we know which questions lead to breakthroughs? How do we

ending questions. Or maybe we are taken back down memory

find the right questions?

lane to the one class we had, where a fellow student incessantly
fired half-baked queries at the teacher (much to the chagrin of
everyone else in the room).

If you were to ask designers these questions, they would
probably tell you that they have no clue which questions are
correct, so better try them all.

Einstein was clearly not encouraging us to infuriate others
with pointless interrogations. Rather, he was warning us to avoid
the human tendency of adhering to routine.
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Inside a Designer’s Mind

As humans we enjoy our routines2, and in the right

Design is a discipline that finds success by trying all

circumstances routines are extremely effective. Athletes and

approaches to a problem, in as many ways as possible until

artists alike spend hours repeating exercises to train their

something works. Fascinated with this process, business
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Though the exact process still varies
from company to company, the
general steps5 of design thinking are
as follows:

owners decided to develop a concrete methodology3
that attempted to consistently replicate a designer’s
thought process. The goal was to make this process
more accessible to non-designers 4 . Business owners
were looking for a reliable way to trigger innovation by

Empathize

asking the right questions as quickly as possible. The final

Empathize

product was dubbed “design thinking”.
To put it simply, design thinking is a method that both

Understand the problem you are trying to
solve by gathering information.

structures and accelerates brainstorming 6. Each step acts as
a target that allows you to focus the questions being asked.
Ideo, a design firm regarded by many as the paragon and
champion of design thinking 7, takes it one step further and

Define

states that the absolute essentials of design thinking are

Define

Clearly state what core problem you are trying
to solve.

empathy and ideation 8.

What problems am I
trying to solve? How can I
make my solutions better?

Ideate
Generate as many ideas and solutions as
you can.

Ideate

In other words, the process of design thinking becomes two

Prototype

overarching questions: “What problems am I trying to solve?”

Choose the best ideas that you want to
develop more fully.

and “How can I make my solutions better?”
These two questions have guided the Ideo firm over the
years as they developed products like the computer mouse
and the laptop⁹. We can see that this method, when applied

Test

Prototype

Try out the developed ideas and evaluate your
findings. Take what you learned and repeat
the process.

correctly, generates astounding results. But what does it mean
to apply the design thinking methodology correctly, and how
is it done?

spot twice?” Fortunately, research and practice has shown us

Asking the Right Questions
The design thinking model is only as good as the questions

Test

(and repeat)
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akin to asking “How can we make lightning strike the same

being asked. Products always reflect the process by which

that, though we can’t always predict the next lightning bolt of
inspiration, we can set up effectual “lightning rods” by creating
environments conducive to generating good questions. Some
of the most crucial aspects include:

they were developed. Therefore, in order to create the best

Practice asking questions - Chuck Jones, the animator

possible product using design thinking, we must learn how to

behind many beloved Looney Tunes characters, would often

repeatedly ask good, insightful, incisive questions. This seems

tell his students: “Every artist has thousands of bad drawings
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Far From a Panacea

In order to create the best
possible product, we must learn
how to repeatedly ask good,
insightful, incisive questions.

Questions alone won’t save a mismanaged or dying
business. Thinking like a designer can’t cure everything, nor
is it always the solution. Common design watchwords such as
“fail often and early”26 can’t apply to operating theaters or air
traffic control towers. Questions are tools, not solutions. Design
thinking does not replace a business model, but enhances it.
When used correctly, design thinking can be a powerful force
for positive change in business, and perhaps even in our lives.
No matter the discipline, all innovation is framed by asking
questions. If we can learn to harness the power of good
questions, who knows what might come next? We might just
find ourselves joining Einstein on a beam of light, headed off

in them, and the only way to get rid of them is to draw them
out.” According to recent studies, learning to ask insightful
10

questions is a skill that can be practiced11. The whole idea
behind design thinking is to quickly produce as many ideas as
possible12. The faster you throw out the bad ideas, the faster
you get to the quality questions13.
Create the right environment - Studies show that when
we are comfortable with our environment, we perform
better14. Research has also found that when we ask groups
tough questions upfront, group members are more likely
to open up and participate15. Pixar president Ed Catmull
maintains that hierarchy and judgement hinder open
communication, hampering the creative process along with
it16. It is important to create an environment where status
is of little importance17, ideas can be wild, and meaningful
participation is encouraged18.
Find the right group - In addition to ridding their meetings
of hierarchy, Pixar strives to create a group of peers that can be
frank with one other. This so-called “Braintrust” is made up of
individuals who are in similar roles, view each other as equals,
and speak candidly without fear of attacking each other19.
Though we should strive to cooperate in all groups, we will
find that we work well with specific group compositions. Strive
to find people you can speak plainly and openly with.

From Asking to Action
These ideas sound great in a vacuum, but how can we
apply these principles in the real world where failure and
deadlines exist?
When confronting failure, remember that no effort is
wasted. When we ask questions that may not seem to lead
anywhere, we have, at the very least, discovered which paths
may or may not solve the problem at hand. View all iterations
and questions as research and development20. Every endeavor

Notes

is, as Ed Catmull puts it, a fact-finding mission that will both

1 Isaacson, Walter. “Opinion | The Light-Beam Rider.” The New York Times, The New York
Times, 21 Dec. 2017,
www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/opinion/sunday/the-light-beamrider.html.

help you determine a correct course, and provide you with
possible tools down the road21. The stigma associated with

2 Berger, Warren. A More Beautiful Question: the Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough
Ideas. Bloomsbury, 2016.

failure can deter us from asking further questions. Through

3 “Do We Need to Rethink the Meaning of Design Thinking?” Fortune, http://www.fortune.
com/2018/03/07/what-is-design-thinking/

design thinking, we can learn to embrace these failures and
determine outcomes before too many resources are spent

13 Ponchoneri, director. The Deep Dive. YouTube, YouTube, 2 Dec. 2009, www.youtube.
com/watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM.
14 TEDtalksDirector, director. The Three Ways the Good Design Makes You Happy. YouTube,
YouTube, 9 Mar. 2009, www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlQEoJaLQRA.
15 John, Alison Wood BrooksLeslie K. “How to Ask Great Questions.” Harvard Business
Review, 12 June 2018, www.hbr.org/2018/05/the-surprising-power-of-questions.html.
16-17 Catmull, Ed. Creativity, Inc. Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of
True Inspiration. Random House Inc, 2015.
18 Ponchoneri, director. The Deep Dive. YouTube, YouTube, 2 Dec. 2009, www.youtube.
com/watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM.
19-21 Catmull, Ed. Creativity, Inc. Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of
True Inspiration. Random House Inc, 2015.

6 “What Is Design Thinking?” IDEO U, www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-designthinking.

22 Dam, Rikke, and Teo Siang. “Design Thinking: A Quick Overview.” The Interaction Design
Foundation,
www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/design-thinking-a-quickoverview.

7 Ponchoneri, director. The Deep Dive. YouTube, YouTube, 2 Dec. 2009, www.youtube.com/
watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM.

23-24 TEDtalksDirector, director. The Three Ways the Good Design Makes You Happy.
YouTube, YouTube, 9 Mar. 2009, www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlQEoJaLQRA.

8-9 “What Is Design Thinking?” IDEO U, www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-designthinking.

25 “What Is Design Thinking?” IDEO U, www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-designthinking.

be developed, which can then be tested and revisited for a

10 Jones, Chuck. Chuck Amuck: the Life and Times of an Animated Cartoonist. Farrar Straus
Giroux, 1999.

26 Catmull, Ed. Creativity, Inc. Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of True
Inspiration. Random House Inc, 2015.

second iteration24. At all stages of the design thinking process,

11 John, Alison Wood BrooksLeslie K. “How to Ask Great Questions.” Harvard Business
Review, 12 June 2018, www.hbr.org/2018/05/the-surprising-power-of-questions.html.

Similar to failure, deadlines can add to the iterative process.
Creating deadlines ensures that ideas don’t spin their wheels
in development for eternity . No product will ever be perfect
23

on the first try. Setting time restraints requires something to

remember that questions are not the product, but rather a
method for refining our output .
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fleshing out ideas22.
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into the scary but promising unknown.

12 “What Is Design Thinking?” IDEO U, www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-designthinking.
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Can you remember a time
when you were not “busy”?

work and other volunteer activities

feeling like they do not have enough

has decreased, while time spent

time to do what they want to do. And

Was it back when you were 11-years

sleeping and participating in leisure

two-thirds reported often or always

old? If it was more recent than that,

activities has increased, as published

feeling rushed.2 So, the problem is not

did it feel so strange to have free

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

that we have more work to do but that

time that you did not know what to

in the American Time Use Survey

our free time does not feel so free.

do with yourself?

(ATUS). See Figure 1.

There is a culture today of busyness.

According

to

the

survey,

the

INFLUENCES ON
PERCEPTION

We want to be viewed as busy because

amount of time Americans spend

it is a status symbol that makes us feel

sleeping on average increased from

valuable. Unfortunately, this mindset

8.67 hours to 8.80 hours per day. Time

is harmful to our work relationships,

spent participating in leisure and

If we aren’t working more than

career growth, and personal well-being.

sports activities increased from 5.11 to

before, then why do we feel busier?

The problem, however, may not lie in

5.24 hours per day on average. On the

The problem starts with the pressure

the amount of work we have but in our

contrary, average time spent working

perception of being busy. By changing

decreased from 5.26 to 5.21 hours per

the words we use, we can adjust our

day. Time spent on telephone calls

mindset, which can ultimately improve

and email decreased from 0.19 to 0.16

our work experience.

hours per day.1
While Americans spend less time

TRENDS IN TIME
Americans have more free time than
ever before. Since 2007, time spent at
48 | MSR
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working and have more minutes at
their discretion, they don’t feel like
they have more time. In a nation-wide
poll, nearly half of Americans reported

Figure 1
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from society to load our extra time

symptoms

restlessness,

It wrecks work-life balance. For

relaxing and doing the things that we

with productive tasks. There is an

headaches, and fatigue which will

the same reasons you might struggle

enjoy. For those who feel that they truly

expectation to optimize our time not

likewise hinder work performance.

to

your

don’t have any free time, prioritizing

colleagues, you may have a hard time

what is most essential and cutting out

strengthening relationships with your

what is not important may be required.

only at work, but also in other areas of
our lives. We feel like if we are doing
something at all times, we are more
productive and more valuable. On
the other hand, when we don’t use
every second productively, we feel
inadequate and ashamed.3
This feeling of obligation leads to the
second part of the problem. Not only
do we feel pressured by others to use
all of our time, we convince ourselves
that we are too busy when we say how
busy we are. In their book, Words Can
Change Your Brain, Andrew Newberg
and Mark Robert Waldman teach
how the words people use alter the
structure of their brains and impact the
way that they think about things.4 Just
saying “I’m busy” makes one feel busier.

including

6

It keeps you out of reach. Not only
does saying “I’m busy” affect your
perception of yourself, it also impacts
how others perceive you. Perhaps your
manager thinks you would be a great
person to take on a new assignment,
but he knows just how busy you said
you are. So, he holds back.

It inhibits creativity. People come up
with the best ideas in their free time.
Google’s 20% rule (the informal rule
that engineers at Google should spend
20% of their time working on whatever
they want) has led to innovative ideas
such as the Chromebook laptop,
created by Caesar Sengupta and his

Whether or not you have a full
schedule, the feeling of busyness can
have detrimental effects at work:

It messes with your mind. Feeling
overly busy affects your mental ability.
It can cause you to feel anxious, stressed
frustrated, angry, or inadequate.5 In this
kind of a mental state, it is extremely
difficult to function well on the job.

It harms your health. In addition to

relationships

with

family and spending enough time at
home. Your ten-year-old son may feel
hesitant to ask you for help with his
math homework because he knows
just how busy you are.

others. The more we say it, the more we
believe it, and the negative side-effects
of busyness start kicking in. Instead, we
can say optimistic things like, “I have

completely avoided and can be a

time for what is most important” and “I

good thing insomuch as it leads to

can prioritize my time how I want to.”

productivity. Just be careful not to

Speaking positively like this promotes

confuse being busy with feeling busy.

healthy cognitive functioning.10

It is possible to have a full day of tasks
and meetings and still not feel too
busy. If you can change your mindset,
you can avoid these negative effects.

busy to spend some extra minutes
thinking creatively, he may not have

It

hinders

relationship-building.

Being too busy negatively impacts
your ability to form relationships at
work for multiple reasons. First, if
you come across as busy to others,
your colleagues will see you as
unapproachable,

detached,

and

uninterested. 8 Furthermore, forming
relationships takes time. If you are
under the impression that you don’t
have enough time, you likely won’t
spend it asking your coworker how
her daughter’s violin performance
went or whether his mother is out of
the hospital.

CHANGING YOUR
MINDSET
Based on the research that was
discussed, there are a few things that
can help us adjust our perception. First,
we should avoid the misconception
that we need to fill every minute of the
day with a productive task if we want
to have worth. This may be how we
view our value, but it is not how others
see us. We perceive a pressure that is
not there.9 Let us make the conscious

“Busy” is not an identity nor a
character description. It is a condition
of the mind. And we can change it.

Notes
1 “American Time Use Survey (ATUS)”, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, (June 2017). www.bls.gov
2 Rudd, Melanie. “Feeling Short on Time: Trends,
3 Consequences, and Possible Remedies.” Current
Opinion in Psychology, 26 (April 2018): 5-10.
4 Shir-Wise, Michelle. “Disciplined Freedom: The
Productive Self and Conspicuous Busyness in ‘Free’
Time.” Time & Society, (April 2018).
5 Borchard, Therese J., “Words Can Change Your Brain”
last modified July 8, 2018,
6
https://psychcentral.com/blog/words-can-changeyour-brain/
7 Clarke, Jodi, “How the Glorification of Busyness Impacts
Our Well-Being” last modified January 14, 2019, https://
w w w.ver y wellmind.com/how-the - glorification- ofbusyness-impacts-our-well-being-4175360
8 Clark, Jodi, “Glorification of Busyness.”
9 Bock, Laszlo. Work Rules! (New York: Hatchette Book
Group, 2015), 135-136.
10 Clark, Jodi, “Glorification of Busyness.”
11 Shir-Wise, Michelle, Disciplined Freedom.”
12 Borchard, Therese J., “Words Can.

effort to recognize this fallacy and
ignore the thought that we need to be
doing more.
Then, instead of trying to always
fill our free time with something

too busy can lead to physical health

productive, we can spend our free time
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we are busy, both to ourselves and to

Being busy at work cannot be

hampering your mental ability, being
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Finally, we should stop saying that

team.7 If Sengupta felt like he was too

come up with such a successful project.

THE PROBLEMS WITH
FEELING BUSY

form
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are encouraged and inspired to put the manual down and
get to work. This “manual” deserves to be read, not just
once, but over and over again for years.
Innovators Method is written as if it was dictated in a lecture.

Marriott
Student

Every chapter has its share of engaging stories. There are just

Reviews

as many principles to glean from in between the lines as there
are explicitly written. The book focuses on two specific themes:
1. What it means to generate the seeds of innovation
2. How to apply innovative ideas into business strategies.
Chapters one through five detail the five skills found
among successful innovators. These skills are observing,
questioning, experimenting, networking, and associating.

two different, yet interconnected fields: competitive chess and

Both leaders and members of a company should pursue

martial arts.

these skills. When employees of all departments contribute

Waitzkin’s experiences prove to readers that regardless

innovative ideas, there is a broad selection of possible

of age, position, trade, or background, everyone can

solutions to choose from—the seeds are more easily sown

implement small lifestyle changes and paradigm shifts

when there are many sowers.

to increase his or her potential for learning and growth.
Waitskin takes readers on a journey around the world
where his passion for learning and achievement push him

Chapters six through nine go into greater detail about

T h e I n n o v a to r ' s M e t h o d

to become an eight-time national chess champion and

By Nathan Furr and Jeff Dyer

world champion of the martial art Tai Chi Chuan. Using

Book Review by Jennifer Ann Goldsberry

psychological research as a foundation for his methods,
Waitzkin shares practical techniques to improve mental and
physical performance, then demonstrates those methods
with personal anecdotes of the success and failure that he
experienced while competing in chess and Tai Chi Chuan.

The Art of Learning
B y J o s h Wa i t z k i n
Book Review by Richard Rolapp

the chance to forsake education and focus on building their
professional career. Josh Waitzkin challenges this idea of
compartmentalized learning by describing his experience in
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informational, and job security may begin to look bleak.
What is the solution? Innovation is the solution according

who wants to improve their mental, physical, or psychological

Method, appears to be written to a narrow audience of

performance. From athletes to CEOs, the techniques Waitzkin

entrepreneurs, the book is actually written for leaders and

shares can help anyone who is striving for success. However,

employees in all fields.

argues that individual growth and lifelong learning are key
Students sometimes look ahead towards graduation as

Today’s world is becoming evermore uncertain. Financial,

to Professors Dryer and Furr. While the title, Innovator’s

help tips for high-achieving individuals. Rather, Waitskin
components of a fulfilling life. He pushes readers to appreciate
daily opportunities for learning, and emphasizes that success
and happiness emerge in an appreciation for simplicity and
the hidden richness of life.

by-step guide for a business model. It is a must-do checklist
before launching a new project. These later chapters are the
most interactive part of The Innovator’s Method.
The authors promise that the wisdom gleaned from their

Waitzkin’s message provides practical advice to anyone

the focus of the Waitzkin’s book is not just to provide self-

narrowing down solutions. This is where one can find a step-

manual provide “the tools you need to resolve uncertainty.”
Whether you are a lowly employee or a leader of a multinational organization, these principles will help you feel
more certain about the future of your job, your business,
and even yourself.

An operating manual is used for specific behavioral
directions. A car manual, for example, is open while a
mechanic is actively tuning a car. It might be covered in oil
because it has been used on site. The Innovators Method is
a manual for innovators and is not meant to be read in one
sitting; the authors motivate the reader to try taking action
as they learn about each new principle in the book. Readers
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Collaboration: How Leaders

success of its individual divisions and the success of the

Avoid the Traps, Create Unity, and Reap Big Results, teaches

organization overall. This is where Hansen’s idea of T-shaped

something many modern government and enterprise leaders

management comes in. Managers need to be focused on the

seem to have forgotten: running a competitive organization

vertical, direct success of the projects they are involved in (the

requires cooperating with others. Collaborating, the author

base of the T), but they also need to collaborate well at the top

acknowledges, often means cutting out inflammatory

with company goals and success in mind (the top part of the

rhetoric within an organization or even towards competing

T). But how can managers be expected to have a team mindset

organizations. Sometimes collaborating well means fewer and

when their pay, performance measurements, and recognition

smaller meetings. And sometimes it even means uprooting

are all based around their unit’s performance?

Morten

Hansen’s

book,

long-standing business structures. The book is, overall, a
highly enlightening read that encourages changes towards
more intelligent communication. Itts most unique and pointed

Bain Capital, as the author points out, does an excellent

arguments are twofold: (1) T-shaped management, and (2)

job of rewarding the right behavior. Teamwork and overall

rewarding collaborative behavior.

company mindfulness must be rewarded to maximize
organization synergy. Where some companies turn to offering

T-shaped Management

bonuses and raises for broad, overarching company success

For the sake of organization, all companies with greater

that no one employee can influence, Bain Capital collects

than five employees must have divisions of some sort. To

data that measures what the individual did for the sake of the

improve results, managers have offered incentives for these

company and applies that to up to 25% of their salary.

divisions to perform well. As Mr. Hansen demonstrates,
however,

companies

with

highly

independent,

inter-

competitive, reward-seeking divisions can severely damage
the organization as a whole.

Collaboration: How Leaders
A v o i d t h e Tr a p s , C re a te
U n i t y, a n d Re a p B i g Re s u l t s
B y M o r t e n T. H a n s e n
Book Review by Ryan Stenquist

Rewarding Collaborative Behavior

However, one major fault that organizations fall prey to is
that of collaborating for the sake of collaboration. Meetings
cost money, both in real salary and in opportunity costs.
Rewarding groups for simply getting together can do more

Hansen gives a poignant, modern example: “Sony, not

harm than good and instill unhealthy ideas about what good

Apple, should have given us the iPod. Sony failed miserably

collaboration looks like. Companies who truly want to “be

because it couldn’t collaborate across its many decentralized

one” and who truly want to make good on their advertised

divisions” (page 168). Sony had every single component of an

buzzword of “teamwork” need to be rewarding just that. All

iPod already in production when Steve Jobs announced the

team members, no matter how high or low their status and

first-ever Apple iPod, a device that they—just like the public—

no matter how committed and ethical they are, need to see

had never before imagined. Sony also had fantastic market

incentives attached to working well together.

penetration at that time, with millions upon millions of users
already sold on their Walkman. The problem was, these “iPod”

Conclusion

components were manufactured by a variety of different Sony

From the federal government to long-standing investment

divisions across the world that had never worked together

banks to small startups, every organization needs sensible and

before. Sony’s response to the iPod, the Sony Connect, arrived

effective collaboration. Morten Hansen’s book, published by

to shelves after years and years of delays and never sold

the Harvard Business Review Press, offers great frameworks for

enough for us to even remember the product’s name.

understanding what disciplined collaboration looks like and

While not all organizations are trying to reinvent the way

how our organizations are performing now.

we listen to music or start some other sort of technological
revolution, all organizations are dependent on both the
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The Seed of Self-Esteem

Is this true?

He begins with the inside out. The technique of positive

Is this what I believe I should do?

self-talk—or affirmations— nurtures self-image and becomes
the foundation for future accomplishment. Love, he argues, is
the driving force of confidence in one’s own ability to succeed.
It conquers fears by understanding and uprooting them,
fosters good decision-making, and compels success-seekers
“to hang on to their dreams.”

one thing in common, Waitley argues. Their inventive and
strategic use of imagination. Though the seed of creativity
planted in each of them led to different . . . um . . . conclusions,
they both professed the importance of creative pursuits over
acquisition of knowledge. Why is this so? Because “our minds
can’t tell the difference between real experience and one that
is vividly and repeatedly imagined.” Leave time to ponder past,
good performances. Listen to empowering music or podcasts.
Preplay success in your mind. You’ll know what it feels like,

Book Review by Jennifer Maynard

every detail. And when success comes, it will be just as you
created it to be.

The Seed of Responsibility
Achievement

is

founded

upon

the

principles

of

responsibility. So many people today fall victim to the trap of
The seeds of greatness are planted within each of us. It is
by choice whether or not we harvest success. In his national
bestseller, Seeds of Greatness, Denis Waitley gives away “the ten
best-kept secrets of total success.” By outlining the principles
of planted seeds in the context of finding fulfillment in life,
his prose, poetry, and storytelling complement any learner’s
information reserve.

immediate gratification. They “want love without commitment”
and credit without effort. Replace fear and knowledge with
the action of striving to find roots of responsibility and wings
of independence. Instill in others the same, and fulfillment will
be at your fingertips.

The Seed of Wisdom
“A large vocabulary—which implies broad, general

This Christian author relates successful tips for living

knowledge—characterizes the more successful persons,

professional and faith- and family-centered lives with foolproof

regardless of their occupation.” Along with expanding

happiness. The summaries below preview the analogy that this

intellectual brain power, personal honesty is nestled into the

sought-after keynote speaker and psychologist has shared in

heart of wisdom. Waitley shares with his readers what he calls

his book and with corporate leaders, institutional, and other

“The Integrity Triangle,” which consists of three questions:

public audiences on the subject of greatness.
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and studying intentionally.
Laziness should never inhibit learning or be an excuse

The Seed of Purpose

Albert Einstein and Napoleon Bonaparte have perhaps

B y D e n i s Wa i t l e y

He honors the principles of “practicing what you preach”

for mediocrity.

The Seed of Creativity

S e e d s o f G re a t n e s s

Is what I say consistent with what I do?

better position to transform stumbling blocks into stepping
stones. Waitley provides interesting historic examples of
people who have chosen that route in the past. What we’re
left with is the invention of the ice cream cone and the allAmerican hot dog. He teaches strategies for coping with stress,
or rather, seeking the healthy stress of chasing after goals.

The Seed of Perseverance
Waitley relays an inspiring story of a cripple working to
first regain her ability to walk, determining to make the junior
high basketball team, making the track team, and racing on to

One of the secrets Waitley reveals is “the reason so many

win three Olympic gold medals. The only thing you can do is

individuals fail to achieve their goals in life is because they

do your very best. That is the will to win, and “the will to win,”

never really set them in the first place.” Using the example of

Waitley says, “is everything.”

a ten-year-old boy, he illustrates that effective personal and
professional goal setting is personalized and current, concisely
conveys desired destinations, diffuses competitiveness, and
realizes the impossibility of perfection while valuing the
efforts in striving for it.

The Seed of Communication

The Seed of Perspective
Don’t let the somedays 
of wishful prospects turn into
yesterdays and two years ago.
The time is now. These are the good old days.
At the conclusion of each chapter are ten listed bitesize

Our concern in speech and body language must be “for

action steps—quick tweaks in everyday behavior—outlining

the other person, not ourselves.” Find ways to channel the

how to improve in these areas. Following these tips,

real power that lies in genuine concern for other people into

Waitley poses thought provoking questions that prompt

your workspace or schoolspace as you communicate. Listen,

self-evaluation. Insights drawn from interreflection ignite

seek one-on-one opportunities to talk, and importantly,

inspiration for good change. Such are the seeds planted for

do not underestimate the value of touch. Shaking hands

harvesting greatness as change is inspired from within.

brings business to a personal level of understanding while
maintaining the integrity of professionalism.

The Seed of Faith
“Life is a self-fulfilling prophecy,” Waitley says. We usually
get what we expect. So why do we not expect greatness?

If you’re looking for an inspiring read and a sure way to
improve personal and people skills, I would recommend
not only reading this book, but actively implementing
his suggestions, in effect planting those greatness-seeds
within you.

As we dwell on positives, our minds are filled with healthy
endorphins that propel us to achieve and triumph over
obstacles. Be an incurable optimist and a faithful realist.
Substitute the unproductive “Why me, Lord?” with the meek
and confident “Try me, Lord.”

The Seed of Adaptability
Stressed? Lighten up and take a breath and You’ll be in a
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“Option A isn’t available. So, let’s just kick the <expletive>
out of Option B.”

no longer cute. Asking people how they met their deceased

well-thought out plan falls through, and we are forced to

partner seems cruel, so no one does it. But for the widow or

undertake out backup. We face trials that tear our world

widower, not asking means they miss out on the nostalgia of

apart. As the mother of a family of four and as Chief Operating

recalling those early romantic days.”

life. However, when Sandberg’s husband abruptly died while
on family vacation, her life took an instant turn toward the
unexpected: Option B.

We, who have experienced loss, often want to talk about our
struggles. Deep and sympathetic conversation can help us
battle our grief and give us support in the darkest times of
our life. Sandberg challenges us to reach out and be open in

eventual triumph over her grief. While we may also feel

discussion with others. Instead of entirely focusing on “how

despair in the face of loss, Sandberg teaches us how to cope

we feel,” we should focus on “how we feel today.” Doing so can

with living in Option B through the three Ps and the elephant.

re-invite our loved ones back into our lives.

Three Ps

Conclusion

In the midst of tragedy, we often find ourselves trapped

Loss is rarely expected. We say plan for the worst, but hope

within a vicious cycle of our own thoughts. We think we have

for the best, but when the worst hits, we realize we were never

no hope of liberation and are doomed to be forever defined by

truly prepared for it. Option B is a heart-touching narrative

our tragedies. Sandberg defines this dark pattern as the three

of what Sandberg learned because of her husband’s sudden

Ps: Personalization, Pervasiveness, and Permanence.

death. Her writing accurately portrays the lengths she needed

circumstances. Regardless of who is to blame (“my fault” or “not
my fault”), we personalize our losses and criticize ourselves for
not doing enough. We look back and think “if only I had …”

Book Review by Ammon Kou

Sandberg writes that mentioning the “elephant” is okay.

Option B details Sandberg’s path of pain, struggle, and

Personalization. Too often, we shoulder the blame for our

By Sheryl Sandberg and Adam Grant

“Now that Dave was gone, our cute how-we-met story was

Sometimes, we find ourselves living Option B. Our

Officer of Facebook, Sheryl Sandberg lived a picture-perfect

O p t i o n B : Fa c i n g Ad v e r s i t y,
B u i l d i n g Re s i l i e n c e ,
and Finding Joy

The Elephant: How to Cope

to go through to gain her life back and make the most of her
Option B. Embodied throughout her book is the lesson that
this resilience is not something with which we are inherently
born; it is a muscle that we need to grow.

Pervasiveness. Those who grieve often experience
survivor’s guilt. We allow the pain of our loss to seep into every
aspect of our lives. We are no longer able to savor life’s sweet
moments. Sandberg writes that, after her husband’s passing,
she often felt guilty for simply laughing at a friend’s joke.
Permanence. After loss, we feel as though our sadness and
grieving will last forever. Our future path is permanently twisted.
The three Ps are what break us when option A fails, but we need
not let them control us forever. Sandberg reminds us that we need
to recognize the good things still in our lives. We need to cling to
hope and let that build our resilience. Most importantly, we need to
develop self-compassion and define ourselves without our trials.
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Science shows that each day contains three parts: a peak,
a trough, and a recovery. These three parts of our day help
explain morning productivity, afternoon slumps, and the
second wind most people experience in the evening. The
timing of these phases is not the same for everyone, but both
the night owls and the early-morning larks experience the
same pattern of peak, trough, and recovery.
So, if everyone experiences these dangerous troughs,
what can be done? Pink addresses this question with two
suggestions. First, there is power in taking a break. Breaks
have a unique ability to decrease the effect of the trough by
resetting our attention and by spurring creativity. The most
effective breaks happen outside with others, completely
disconnected from work. When the ideal break isn’t possible,
there are many other ways to take a break, including eating
lunch, which Pink says is the most important meal of the day.
The second way to overcome the trough is to schedule
certain types of activities during the low point of the day. For
most people, analytical work is best completed in the morning
during the peak. The trough lends itself better to creative

When: The Scientific
S e c re t s o f Pe r f e c t T i m i n g

work, meetings, and answering emails. Don’t waste the
precious peak! And speak up if the boss tries to have creative
brainstorming meetings during the morning.

By Daniel H. Pink
B o o k R e v i e w b y N i c k Po r t e r

After reading this book, I have changed the timing of my
activities, and I’ve found myself being more productive and
energized because of it. In a running do-it-yourself section

“I used to believe that timing was everything. Now I believe

throughout the book called the “Time Hacker’s Handbook,”

that everything is timing,” says New York Times bestselling

Pink gives practical ways to unlock the secrets of perfect

author Daniel Pink. In his newest book, Pink makes the claim

timing. I have no doubt that I will find myself reading and

that timing is not an art, but a science.

rereading his findings throughout the years. If you’re ready

Drawing on emotionally-charged stories and backed up by
thousands of pages of scholarly research, Pink grips the reader
with compelling claims that certain times of the day are best

Enjoy our publication?
Come join us!

to apply the science of timing to your life, this book is the

Write an Article

starting point. But, at the very least, “never schedule a doctor’s

Submit articles to scholarsarchive.byu.edu, or get in contact with the editing team at:

appointment in the afternoon.”

marriottstudentreview@byu.edu

for certain activities. The book opens with the tragic tale of
the British passenger ship Lusitania, the largest in the world at
the time, whose sinking by a German U-boat escalated World
War I. This story sets the stage for the book by suggesting that
the tragedy may have resulted from the time of day that the
captain made some key decisions.
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